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Why.a:Resource Book? ,

...

I,< ...

. .
0.

iiia4:: C. Ainistry of Education produces various types orpublieations
. toasststjeachers.- yhe two major "typis,bf publications are curriculum '

' guides :andKresolarce books. Curriculum guides set forth -goals. and

'!.. -. .Yarning outb6Aevtbat are to be taugh,irtlit'C. schools and some guides
also offer Suggeablons as" to teAching'str.liegies'that may:be"followpd.
Resource books, on the-- hand, ao not Wtypical-contain goals or
learning outcomes. "they ,offer asdidtance regarding teaching method's,
maedrials 'and various coriberns that. might arise ill the teaching-. of a,
sp-ecif lc, subject. .: -- .

A of , -
This publication details. teaching,methods that-the'Minittty feels maybe
of sistance in teaching4ARguage Avis to native Indian students in,

grade g, to 67., ,The. goals ancleodtcomes that *Ike. up thel,course of;-
studies n K - 7 I n ge Arts, are containtd in the.Elemenpiy'Language
Arts Cur lculum. G ide (1978)r which mist bi.used in conjun Lion with

resourae book,64 -tills
. s
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

N I

,

ative Indian *parents have two major aspirations In ,regard to the pukiiic
-school*

.:4
t-

.

1.- that.-their children develop t e acid is skilli expected of all
students

. 2. 0 that ;the school program ,:fairly nd adequately ref iedt -the 1

P"; *4

history and culture of -the nativ peoples of British Columbia,
bat; past and "preient.

s". NI
, ;

1

I.
1, .

It .
,

In Consicleratiod- .0** these aspira ons, the Ministry of Education's
Pblicy "Statement on Ihdlan -Educat n (October 1979 working statement) ,. ,itates: -4 4.:- 't \_ .,

.

"the Ministry recogni; that
.
native Indian children have- not

achieyed to ''their f 1\potential withit the pub;ic' schools .1.-

and therefore cc; = deis the goal. of parity for native Indian"-:'
children to b prior concern. Rarity as a goal means
that regular anll ilieCial-needs. eduCatiOn programs
Indian IcIren., will In time. -reach Phis: potential ,.,anclltht

-thei` cultbrA; hiSfory---',ind *. cost porary fife mill be
quately reflected in thee oyerali urrice.aum of the public

schools' (Them 1)." . ° - i . . :-:-- 1

,. , . ,:s

"The; .Ministry -is committed, to the, development Nand . tdiplemen-
A Cation of program in -Indian Educatiop when such program% -are

consistent with -the goals of the B.1 C. Cote Curriculum and
the aspirayihns of the Indian people Ito achieve parity and to

. maintain heAr cultural integrity- (It1em 2).". (
- , ' : .

The present resourci book ales to Rartialiiy fulfill these aspiratigns,
i.and this policy by: . ; ''l r

1. creating a res9urce book to enhance /the native student' s,'
, 4ngtiage skills development within. the regular clasroom

.

.. ... , * it

2. indicating ways and means° to incbrporatematerials by and about
. ,.

the native people ipBritish Coliumbla, k especially those wiich / t
...-- 4, ' 1 /. are locally-developed, into the regular language art s

,. 'CurriculuM; t- . . / .1.

-,3. revealing instructional .strItegiescongruent with' the laming
..,,.

.. .
v ik . ..

.. styles.- of ma4inative Indien,,students.

4

4.

setting;

.1

3 "

.

Ihe pievious +lumbered page -tn-

' the original doeumentseas bionic-; 9.
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The Resource Book may'bej,/ustd as a-dayto -day reference for teachers to
fine-tune and iriciease tl sensitivity 4ftheir approach to the native
Ihdian student." It iSecharactoPited_hy an approach which. emphasizes:

r .

/. /
1. the native student's 4ognitiVeLaffebtive strengths
2 -a child-centered, higWpleasOre approach
L
). the validity of the-native !student's experience as lAhasic

material of learning. /
fr

or'

Native Indianchildre from a healthy home environment exhibit extrempiy
desirable qUalities as rners when-first mterlsig-schoot. They- come .

A 7 from a. rich, supportive b .of kinshipf they are trained ?or 'self-
reliance and-autonomy; they,a strongmisual and kinesthetic learners;.
they are encoucgod to engage I close, direct observational learn
,the world ifourikthemp they have spect fOr the iwisdom.bf their

:\ - a.

1

J.

'this Resource Book willArovide pa t of the key towards success bt,the,.

Within-thy fraiwork of a caring, un and demanding Ithpol
environment, the native iradian child prosper. Our hoe s: that

native Indian 4tudent.
_

' ,% .

4.
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3.0 THE TEACAMG STRATEGIES.

,

,
.

. /

In the remainder of-this resource"bookp'several teaching techniques and
instructional maters is are described. The"suggestions included this
resource book are sed on the author's personal experience.- While re-
flecting one vi point, the ideas presented here have been found to be"
aperopriate fo native Indian students. Some of the suggestions in this
resource bo are directed towards the ,presentation of instruction/ In
some cas standard learning materials have been adapted and in others,
method , materials and activities have been designed especially for use
'with attve Indian studentt. In addition, suggestions are proyided- as
to ow to establish and maintain communicritOn between school staff and

rents. The suggestions provided in this resource book are to be used
in conjunction with the teaching methods and materials found in the
B.C. Elementary Language Arts. Curriculum Guide.

1

3.1' A Child-Centered loproach

"d",

The learning activities proposed in this resource book are based do the
'principle of continuous progress. Continuous progress, as described in
the 1978 Elementary Language Arts Curriculum Guide, exists when learning
activities are matched to the skill development of students 'regardless
of their age or grade placement. Continuous progress should incorporate
the principles of Mastery learning, which stipulates that students
should have their progress checked frequently. A summapy_of the evalua:
tion` principles which are necessary to translate these principles ip
daily classroom practice is described on page 17 of the B.C. Elementary'
.Language Arts Curriculum Guide.

It

Evaluation of student progress is important because students do not
necessarily learn 'everything that has been presented. It is, therefore,.
important to ascentain whether each child hal mastered the elementary;
language arts learning outcomes. Only by incorporating such an evalua- 1
tiOn process can the teacher determine whether real learning has result-
ed. . Similarly,- through evaluating regularly teachers can chec.k the

suitability of materials and can°ddtermine the necessary next instruc-
tional steps.

ut8

---'Publishers of languag arts curriculum have established implicit, if not
explicit, levels 'of difficulty for their teaching-learning matftials:
Students are expected to complete such instructional materials thin a
certain time period. Unfortunately, these criteria rarely include
-allowances for possible variations in'performance of minority groups.

* It is important,- then, that teachers -select material based on each
learner's performance rather than the assumed levels of difficulty in-
corporated into any instructional materials. When learning materials
match student capabilities and .interests, teachers can expect high

quality work, increased participation, and gains.in liasic skills.

5

14
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If,a continuous progress approach continues through the, elemerOry years
into secondary schools and beyond, it 'provides increased_oppeirtunit s

for older students and adults to resume their academic lek.ning.

<*,

3.2- Whose School?

A great deal of interest has arisen in native communities concern g
Community Schools and the principles of Community Education: This
interest has been stimulated by the principles of'localcontrol and
parental responsibility embodied in the1972 National Indian Brother-
hood's- position paper titled "Indian Control 'of Indian Education".

The main principle underlying the communityt.school is ;that parents "
become partners-_ in dedision-making. The community school serves as-a
forum, one whiCh allows direct parental influende in planning the school
lives of their children. Increasing community involvement in the school
has the likely positive side effect of facilitating teacher-parent

--cooperation, which will, result in more support for the students attend
ing and,a sense of community membership in the schoOl.

_One of the most vital areas .of paten nvolveMent Is through overall
cUrricutum_development involvinorlhe diredt4 participation of elders,
-Skilled artisans, ana-iforytellers.in the-classroom. The development of
!print and non7print leaning materials concerned with native culture is
an-oh-goir@ process that . olves as adults from the community get more
deeply involved in "their school".

Underlying the community school approach is I; the conviction that the
school building, its resburces, and its opportunities belong to the
community, and people It serves, whatever their age.

4

ot,

Rrinciples of Community Education

1) Involvement of parents/citizens in decision-making.
_a)_Community School Council.

b) Ad-hoc committee planning.

"2)-Involvement of parents in the in-school program, ass
a) Volunteers

b) Aides
c) Guests
d).Contributors to study programs

11.

6 15
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3) Using the community as a classroom and bringing the
. community into the classroom:

a) Field study.
b) Local experts as visiting lecturers and demonstra-

tors

c) Walking field tripS

4) Using school buildings, facilities and resources all
hours-of the ay and week, for all ages in thi commu-
nity.

a) Ihterest'groups
b) Recreation
c) Social-Service

.

andliealth delivery
d) Dafcare

5L providing education for all' ages; infant to seniors.
',a)_

programs
b) Courses
c) Interest groups-

6) Co- ordinating outreach services -to children and fami-
lies, with a Pupil-Services Team.
a) Identifying, Planning, organizing, and deliverin

special support services to families through
claisroom teachers, counsellor, nurst,ilsocial
worker, principal, learning assistance teacher,
and home-sdhool co-ordinator..

-

r
7) Identifying. needs, planning and providing services

leading to community development.
a) pre - school for 3 and 4 year olds.

b) Drop:in centres
c) NutritiOnal 'Snack Shack' -

d) Elders society
e) Toy.libraries, parent resource centers /etc.
f) Corpmunity library
g) Int', development worker

Educational solutions are found only through joint
the school and the community., By increasing

parent-teacher (home-sdhool) communAcatio, immedi
ges are possible. The process requires: concerted
planning by all grqups who five an investment i
child.

oqo

7

fforts of the home, .

e effectiveness of
to educational chan-
effort and innovative
and concern for the



3.3' Start With the Child

The common bond shared by both parent and teacher is the child. Effoits
to establish communication about the child provide many opportunities to
parents and teachers to share information,and become acquainted. These.
home contacts may establish mutual respect, break through cultural
barriers and personal reticenceon both sides, proVide the high level of
trust needed for continued mutual support, and build,understanding in
bothdirections.

ThV approaches below suggest many opportunities. for the classroom

teacher to develop positive inter-personal communication with both
plents and child: ,

. ,

4

(1) Home visits, Initially with the help of the home school
coordinator.

(2) Short "take- home" notes` to_ pass on positive comments abodt
students' class wdgk.

(3) Phone calls (where geographically feasible) to pass on
compliments about the child's work. .

(4) Regular class get-togethers of.child7parents-teacher to share
class projects, performances, or work.
'Examples: (1) Student-made slide;and tape productions

(2) Ethnicdinners -' prepared by the class.
(3) Choral, speech, or drama productions

(5) On reserve (off school premises) social gatherin
and staff.

Example: Pot-luck dinners, square dances, ba
sports events; etc..

s for parents

t socials,

(6) Open door classrooms - lode& adult visits, informally and
,formally to *tribute to crass knowledge of native history,
literature, crafts, life skills,. etc.

(7) Holiday and special event open houses where children, Parents
and teachers do something together.
ExathOlef---Ch-ristmas'tree decorations, carolling.

(8) Education information-sessions on the reserve with the
principal and selected staff, exploring one particular school
program:
Examples: (a) native sOdles

(b) nutrition program
. (c) Kindergarten

(d) ' .Libraryl'

((e) Learning Assistance Centre /

8

, 17



3.4 Culture and Cui-riculum

Often the local school staff -are 'strangers to,the values and culture of
native Indian students. Yet a clear understanding -of daily life and
thought in the,native community is necessary for the classroom curricu-
lumeto have relevance for native:students. Unless school life includes '

study, which reflects their on lives,,, there is little' incentive for
- nativo students, to 'pursue the learning. The message hidden in this

omission is clearly: "Mj, culture is not valued". . .

'In order to change this perspective adumber of communities* Britiih

Columbia have,*veloped local materials reflecting the literature, cid-
.ture and values of tfienative community (iee Appendix.B). These recent

materials relate to native language, reading; and social studies, but
are usable in other content areas. The/ MiAistrytof.EducatIon, Division
of.;., Special Education, Indian .Education Branch encourages local
CeMiculum development through shared special education funding to

school districts. The 'specific objectives of these curriculum materials
differ, according to the goals -of the local committee, the content, and

the format of the materials. The underlying-assumption for their use is
a. firm belief .that the native children's self- concepts will be enhanced'
as' they learrillore about their own culture and share that lerarning with
otheri. .

CurriculuM in its broadest sense: extends to the sum of all the

students' experiences, -including the school environment. Each teacher.
can' expand classrooms experiences by utilizing the local nattve culture
throughout their daily 'progeam. Class activities can also_be planped to
generate student-made materials -that reflect the culture and life of the
local native community-. 'Here are a number of curriculum activities
'which yield student-made products:

(1) Language Experience:

(a) captions on art work, photos, etc,

(b) stories and charts

(c) journals

(d) mini - books

(e)-class story collectioni -

(f) projects #

(2) Side/tapi programs

(3) Filmstrips of community activities

(4). Photo-compositions .

(5) Interviews and tapes of elders and adult experts

(6) Class newspapers

(7) Murals

18
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'This approach. to curriculum development is dependent on the teacher's
/

peRsonal knowledge of the local community and its culture. Such know-
Aledge can be acquirfd through phe parent-teacher communication process
described earlier, artd by-using-tbe.resources of local Native 'Cultural
Cent es and Friendship Centre. Books and articles describing the local

_.cultu e provide another source of information. Since information_about
the t: nty-eight language and cultural groups in British Columbia may be
quite eneralized or distorted in print, reading may piovide only limi-.
IONi in ormation for the teacher. It is-,Ahii generality of available
Written materials which underlines the need for direct teacher involve-
Tent in the local .community. Becoming directly involved in the local
communit allows the teacher to balance the focus of'instruction between
present ay culture and,ttaditional culture. i

. .

\ .

%

3.5. CulturaljLearning/Teaaling Style
, .

. : ...

Phillips' work'at the Warm Springs Indian Reservation in ntral Oregon
suggests a inumben of contrast's between the ways that .nat ve children
learn new skills and information at home and the manner that .st class-
rood learning experiences are organized. While these differences are
specific 0 Warm _Springs, they may be applicable in British Columbia.
Some indi ation that the Oregon results apply more generally was pro-

/1

vided whe they were confirmed by the research of Frederick Erickson
involvin (Wawa students (Algonkian)- in northern Ontario.

;
K.summar of these differences follows:

LEARNING STYLES

)- "Home / -Classroom
.

. Learn by silent observation.

Older child or grandparents
responsible to train.

Try.one segment of whole task in'
cooperation with older relati e.'

,- Little verbal direction.
:

.

Self- testing practice. 4

Public-demonstration only when
selfAestid and accomplished.

Leadership assumed' only when
'others.are willing to iearn or
-1741bir.--------...-

/
Learnbx..listening, reading,
doing Andwitching demonstration.

Teacher responSible.

i

,

Complete or whole task attempt,
usually on own.

%

Major time listening to
directions.

Teacher or group testing.

Audience perfOimance situations
(public mistalces).

feachet\as leader, by appOintment
to position.1

.., .

4.-

10
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These differences in' 7parhing styles raise questions about several
commonly used d-clasiro6m practices. Phillips' later study-showed that
individual performance.in large group, audience situations (as well as
small group lessons requiring compulary 'answers, produced a resistance
of silence-00,non-respooshpamong native students. In-contrast, indi-.

vidualizid work 'with teacher consultation available 'through student
request, was effective.- The frequency of- student Ipitlated con-
tacts increased; as this approaeh expanded. Small group study-projects
were also productive when the teacher assumed only -"distant super-

,
vision". Students showed goodconcehtration, high'levels of student-0-
student talk, and- appropriate ask completion.

.

Several educational practices in 'current use closely match the in-home
learning styles referred to in Phillips' study:

.. (1).- Faintly. 9rouping . . ,

(2) individualized programs lAvolving-self-study
(3) Learning (interest) centres ,

.

. (4) Cross-grade student-to-student-tutoring

(5) Project stutV_ .

.. -
-..:;

. .

The importance of teaching style is -also brought out In a study complet-
ed by Kleinfeld in-AlaSka. Kleinfeid's.results may not hold true for
all native students and while her suggestions -may need to be tempered'
depending )ri the.classroom situation, the-following four characteristics
were-displayed by:Sucbessful teachers of young, native children:

--

(1Y _Smiled frequently, .

(2) moved into close physical space,
0

'- (3).;touched students frequently, end,
(4) projected high academic eXpectations_and standards.

Teachers attempting to change their classroom style for maximum effect-
ness with native children may find these_approaches-useful with other
students. .

,

3.6 Teach to My Strengths

When students -fail to learn any specific -set of elementary language
curriculum learning outcomes, effective 'teachers will look for another.

They may find that a particular-student was not feeling bell or
not attending which will necessitate represe tation. Conversely, they -

mai realize instruction was presented too qu ckly or that an ntermediT
ate step is necessary. For other students uccess may not occur until
the instructional gaterial fits into their own background and experi-
ences. I -

Yet. another way of making,initruction flegibld is to look at the way..

information Is presented and the way we expect students to respond.
While'not developed for language curriculum, Cawley and his associates

r.

V
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/ ;0,,.
(1976) have suggested that;.instruction,shOuld be interactive. inter,
active, in this case? e'refers to the ways, in which the teachet 'and
studeftt can behave in` order that learning might occur., Cawley and his
coworkers argue that:therp ire.16,ways-in which the teacher and student ..

Thecan interact. Thteachee can construct something, preient.iomething, ."
.say something or write/ something. The child in turn *owl construct

something, Identify son thind,.say something; Or write something.
.i. . i ..7.

,

t'

I / Cawley is correct, teachers- have a varleity of alternatives available
in present ag InforTation,and eliciting student responses. There is
some evidence to.auggest that native Indian students (Bland, 1974) may
benefit from monvfilexible.instruqlonc--If Bland is 9arrect, native

. Indian students would benefit by having more opportunities to construct
lmanipulate) things and ibeneify-(learning.visualli). things. 'Following...

// is a list of curAmiluir practices and materials which offervisual and

(.'
manipulative reyfforcement to other learning experiences.

I/ /
a

i I.
f

, ,

. Hand,L.on material for initial learning,
,

i.e. Work Jobs and
Aathematics Their Way ' . d-

SystematicpictureStudy in pre - reading years; offering language
stimulation opportUnities (see page's 14-15)

3: WOrdless Picture Books
4. lead-a-long-taped books and filAstrips (see elishers list).
5. /Filmstrips-, - * 1 ..

6. /Films _ .. . ..- -. .' .

7/- Photographic slide study..as input andaaguage
8. -Coke strips with and without -lords
AR. Fingermabh, Cuisenaire. --1. .

.

110. Chart, poster, and bulletin board study
:-/ 11. -Science obiervation, microscope, and laboratory work
/ 12. .Hands-on exOriencei in an integrated approach, to learning GGGG

Hands-ontProlect Learning Tree
13.. ..Art work -.murals. . .

14. 'Image Based Instruction. (Use of colour, boxing and detail high
light in instructional presentations) - Seeing to Learn

15. Games
16.6 Model, 41oramma, and replica building :and study

In addition to the benefit of using students' strengths to assist their
learning, these visual approaches can providei.input to substitute for
real life experiences, when they are unavailable. The language learning
linked t'o these experiences helps to, establish the (foundation necessary
for success in the language arts program.

12
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-4.0 -DEVELOPMENTAL STEPS

r

.
.

1

Once' ,native children enter Kindergarien in the public school sysXem4;
they face a number of expectations concerning'the sequence and level o/ ,

'their general skill development. These "ben:* marksl! usually reflect
the expectations held for children of middle class' families in the *.
majority culture,add plaq not be appropriate for native children.

-:.. 0.

In spite of any developmental differences, all chiidren are expecte to

meet certain expectations hen ther9enter school. TheSi competenc
such as colour identification, size disbrimination and number recogn
tion, are necessary skills for native Indian students'Wthey a
succeed'academically. Teachers; Scan assist .'native Indian childre 'by

planning early assessments and developIng.aPpiopriate individual eduka- ,
tionil plans based on assessmerit. resuits. Such assessment should occur

, . .

around the middle of September'. . I'.

.

Several diagnostic evaluation programs are now avallabie.to teacher or;
. .districtstaff, to assist in planning individual and group.MstruOtiOn :

4
programs for children with varied. developmental skill levels. hese
differ from traditional "Reading Readiness Tests" since they s §gest
specific '- teaching activities. -.and : identify'. skill -areas 2 leding

reinforcement. 'These,programs also define broad physical,.menta ind-

language skill areas, which must be fully intact, before reading 7 lated
tasks -are begat. Listed below are several of these programs:

.
-.

7

's The Developmental Activitres Screening Inventory
. Physical/Mental/Language)-

0 The Boehm Resource Guide Kit and Boehm Test of Basic
(Language)

j
oncepts.

- Concepts (LadOua'e)

Santa Clara Inventory of Developmental Tasks (ages pri-school
7'years) (Motor, Language, -Visual,- Mentall

,
4,

These tests may identify:
- a particular concept or-skill (i.e, size differ nee) which

needs development 4
- a skill group (i.e. language) which needs reWorcement
- the general developmental level-whi-ch the child has reached.

(.i.e. 54 months)

to

The strength of ,all.of these programs iAtIle choice': of activities,
programmed for the individual child, which is linked 'to any, identified
skiil need. ,- .. .

P .
.

_ . '- .

In the past, some teachers have equated readinehs to pre-reading skills
for native Indian 'students. They perceived their responsibility to be

. .

13
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"get, everyoqi ready for rAding*-early In the grade one Year. for
native Indian students it may be a mistake to, push ahead too quickly:

. ,.-

IcuthIdlInuIstIca1ldifferForchIt1.drenfronentigrmIdst
it is vitally necessary to: . A

4 - . . .

. .

.

,.
_

(1) ascertain the child's developmental skills and stage b
.

(2) program for continuous, success and growth in skill development
(3) `delay 7eading until these skills are complete. ,

..

Many of the so-called reading problims which surface in Learnrhg Assist-
ance Centres are_related.to or complicated by "too early" entry into
formal reading programs. ft

There are many informal activities. that teachers can try whichappbar to

have a positive effect on native 'Indian childrens' language develop-
ment. These activities include picture study, looking at pictionaries,
listening to stories and other activities which provide familiarity with
reading-like activities. these activities are experience dependent and
the native Indian child'may have lilited.exgerience with them. If this
lack -is apparent, teacher must try to'proyide the frequency, quality and
quantity of.ex2erience needed. These activities are summarized in the
following diagram:

-Frequent

experience' '

in reading
'pictures

visual symbols)

I

. A 'Wealth bf Direct Experience

\

Frequent -_ .

experience',
in liste0.6§
to stories'
and bOoks
read'alounck

symbols) -.

. ?

I Reading Books (verbal symbols and visual symbols)

23
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To, assist teachers
'developed by Hanzo
.for picture study.
elements considered

.

.

In selection,. ,a picture potency formula has_been
and_Legenza to ate_the_impact of.specific'picturei
Without. dwe ling on.staledl scores, the picture

assess the Atity of:.

- -different things

- significant things'
- total things

db1-6,16-

actions
children
people !

- potential movement
- size of picture

. , - 1
Ti 4s formula emphasizes the. importance of careful selection-and planning

tudyfor systematic picture sa.daily basis.

In, addition-tO- the- combined effect_of picture studyI \'and readzaloud
experiences, wordless pletUrebtoks provide a furthei linking of the
pre-re4ding skills: Theseldoks provide storyline, secnience, and con-
cept-tullaing.elements which- ore integral to the act ofreading. '(See

, AppenOlx- it) % '
, . ._

As a final step in the shift from pre-reading to reading, taped read-
alonglibooks- 4re'vai0able.. All the elements of. real reading, are present,
with added support of ate animated reader leading the child through

_
the story or book. .(See publishers' list, Appendix Q.)____. -, '0

.
1..

Planned instruction mu§t-.proyide experiences to develop those skills
.

which are foundations to reading success, while recognizing the magic
moment _when the child is, ready. to begin': reading oinstrUction. This
timing is dependent on thichild'S development, an the teacher's abil-

: ity.to recognize or measure that -readiness. As , teachers- use the new
'materials, their skill_ a` recognizing a-child's personal 'readiness will
Increase. There is no
:staglft_will shorten the'

children the'spre-readi
grades:.,41There is s

readiness. .

proof however, that attention to these
time -necessary for.their development. Forsome
ess. period may extend well into the primary
mply no way Alphurry the individual child's-

.

- _

ep fiiiiiir-16---61anning direct instruction in the
while alio providing for Childien'whO have started
ive support.it essential. Principals should:

e :

.

IndiVidual parents the educational basis for delaying
of stadinglinstruction;

4nOn-reading skills
'reading, admihistr

t

Explain,t
the star

Encour

ar-Prov

riize for a Varj, tear levels'of student performante (reading

ge teachers who are eniphasoizing developmental approaches;
I- .

,

de' staff pith professional understanding anct skills to

4 -]
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k At.
. *. . ..' -%.

. - .

'and non-read6g) In primary class4q, whili cohviyingpotitive
.attitckles'to4the "late bloomers"! . .

r

4
-4 Increase budgets for developmental - manipulative materials

,

1 throughout the primary grades; . .

. /..-
.

:s.-V
.

J... - ,
. -EnCourageLearning Assistance teachers to spend time testing f

.
1 -eatily,identification of developmental skill Jagi In kindergarten

,

,and year one and establishingpreventive Program; for those,saMe
It\:1)*-- gr idelevels. '" 4, .

-1
. ... .

s Rb iietie Pressureslfor homogerk44rouping and streaMing, which*
1 L. ,\ * .

have llisited%Oducatibnal opportUni4es "roc native-chiAlfen.

not

.\

a
.

\ .

This approachlis not a wait-and-see attitu. vecogn-izes. thneed
for-pWessional.expeffise in ascerpPling.d4vilopMental'skilf needs, ,

.
planning _specific instruction, and 'recognizilig\-teichable %moments with ''

the. same quality .of care that teachers ap0Ay to direct reading

instruction.
.,.

i

..

I

I.

1 A

,
.
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5:0 LANGUAGE NINE OR YOURS?

; 7 1 ...
Often the language of the 'classroom and School dif.fers..considerably froi
that of #te.Oommunity it serves, While the language of Woks may be even
furthev'rbioved fibm the child's experience. /1Differences _can 6e .4 c.
second language 'or may be 'related to dialect, with specific difference* 4

in rhythm, sound idiomplraMmar, 'onocabulaty. Sine language is such "i
an Integral part of'our personalities,-'it is extremely Important that .

.

teachers avoid att*vtinto -obliterate a child's ,language. In this : P -

connection, Goodman states: *- . ", :,: 4 i

. . .t.
. /

. .
d

' . "His language 0 so Well .learned and So deeply y 4

embosied"on his-ubconscious 'that littleioconsclous "'

4 , effort is inVdived.foihIA;in its use. 1,p.: is as .5-.
much'a.part of.him as his.skfm. Ironically, wall ',..4

meaning adults, ineldding_teachers Whojould-neier '-' ,w1

, intentionally reject'a chI10-or any impOrtallt alar;Ds-
) acteristic of-a Child; such as the, clothes0

0
e.wears's %,

or -they colour of his skin; will immediately and
emphatically reject his language. ' This. htletsj'him,

S far more than other kinds of rejection beCause° it,: ,,

endangers the means which he depends on fov.'communi- , -':-

cation and self-texpreasibn."

0
d

.

I`

%
4

'73

=

4

Positive aecellt.i!we is paramount to further the language' -leariiing

of methods land ttrategies.whiCk.bebin with the.ichild's own language
while building Standard English skills Until the tiMethe child has the

native .chUdren. .Responsive,classmm teachers will utillie a variety

5.1 enLantieFoundationbt

flekibiiity to shift comfortably between dialecti-.';
te

4'

.
:

.. .-

One of the most important res sibflities ofthe' primarteacheris.an. . '

examination of ,the oralqia uage capabilities of.each,chilc. .From the ' :4

results of that as_sesSment the teachef-can plan dailx 'activities ,.., ;

exPand and enrich the experiences of all..studints.7--Jhe ikill-ot the, ' ..
teacher in: , e

.
..

:v. , .,, _ . t
4

(1) reflecting 4 respectful acceptance of the
4.

, 12 )

\

or .dialect,: and .- ---
flooding them with'a Wide variety of high
in'Standard'eanadian English e,

child's own laeguSge
\

pleasure experiehsei °

, ef :
r '

, . 0/
is important, to. the child's continuing success as .a language learner..:%
This dual approach towards language is, necessary in order 'for Ihe

.,
-0

teacher to build on the child's own language or dialect as a medium. of ''..-. .
...

instruction, while exposing him or her consistently to models of tfi rliemp:

language or,dialect. Direct attempts 'at shifting the child, if:Ito:Stands *.f. 146
... , .

. 's: .
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and Canadian English, in spoken, form, are del ed until intermediate
grades, when the social reasons for needing flexibility match the inter-
est level.

A .teacher's knowledge of the local dialect is essential to effective
language -planningin Standard7English:_-If-Ahe-differqnces are already
defined so that teachers anticipate specific problems, they are better
able to select and plan language expansion activities for their stu-
dents. If there is no previous study of the dialect, a system,of anec-
dotal notati9n 'on index cards is useful. During class activities
teachers jot down any sound, word, idiomatic, or grammatical ditferences
observed, until specific patterni of language difference are disclosed.
When a staff pools this information, it becomes more significant to
adaptive classroom planning for the entire school. It may heighten
staff awareness and sensitivity to spoken language needs at all class-
room levels throughout the elementary school.

Examples.

rgotssoa so Ye finger' (grammar) Will ya borra me 10 dollars?
(word use)

Myself I like ice cream (word or I gat crow-bite! (idiom as
in "stitchrin-my-side")

1!kh
The key to success for native Indian students who have English as a
second dialect '(E.S .D.) is to saturate them with Standard (textbook)
English in !-Iigh pleasure settings. One of the past limitations of
highly structured oral English programs was the tendency to induce
boredom through dependency on systematic drill. The. very child for
which the program is designed may resist so that further language
learning int, be blocked. Limiting the focus,on oral language develop-
ment to early primary levels, could also be a weakness. Due to pressures
to teach students to read, oral programs are, often abandoned, once basic
.'.primer" vocabulary is mastered.

.;

In order to ensure that listening and speektng skills are taught; the'
1978 Language Arts Curriculum Guide for Britiih Columbia stresses an
extensive oral language program for all children, throughout'the elemen-
tary' years.. In previous years the "bid( to basics" thrust diminished
classroom attention to the listening and speaking goals of the language,
arts-program. .SoMeteachers.came.to view these skills as less lmpor-
-lbanti although listening and speaking, may form the foundation of all
language learning. The native child's oral language may differ greatly
Von, the language of texthuoki and classrooms, so that he or she may be
handicapped when using prescribed currinlum materials. The native
student with dialect differences needs daily oral experience with the
Standard English (Mallet to enhance his or her own language sophistica-
tion. For many native students oral lUguage learning at school willbe
the main source of academic success.

.1
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LISTENING AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES` WITH HIGH

PLEASURE LEVELS (FOR ALL CLASSES K-7i

Teacher xeeding aloud., (twice daily)

Selection from high tnterest library books just abovz personal
vocabulary levels. '

Choral 5peech.',Adally)

Short poems learned through oral repetition, one line-at-a-time-
with exaggerated expression.

. Student - to :Student Speet.h.
. .,,

Mini dr,amas

, Puppetry
Round robin oral stories
Wordless picture book,' story building (see page Appendix D)

. ,

.Small group projects
Role playing

. Walking field trips.
Regular field trips.

,

Involve parents .. ,

Teacher preparation in advance .

Specific Student tasks (1 or 2)
Follow up activities

.

5 Read-a-long,Taped Books. .

:----Lavoe-41brary cblleCtion
Fiction and non fiction

6. Slides- Filmstrips - Films - tducational T.V.

Language and,experience expansion (planned through preview)

.

7. Classrbom.Visitors as Local Experts.

Parents
, Skilled adults--

Older students

8. Musig

Action songs
Group sine-a-long tunes'

8
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Commercial music programs (i.e. Silver Burdett)
Country, pop, and modern records
School or class choirs

. Games. '

.

Word games .

Playground chant games (.e.'"Midnfght", Old Mother Witch" etc.)
Vocliplary drama .

,

"Open the Lights", ESL Activities for iding Children
.

10. Incidental Language Teaching.

Teacher - modelling sentence extension in reply if student use
two or three word response - Child: "Ball recess?"

Teacher: "You want the bail at recess ?"
Contrastive highlight - "Did vou notice any difference in the way
she said - (Occasional use only).

11. Kits

(a) Basic Oral English Course Book 1. 7---

.(b) Basic Boehm Concept Kit.

(c) Poke's Sentence Builder and Extension Kit.

(d). Language Games and Songs for. Core English (Core):-

(e) S.T.E.P. A (Basic Concept Development Program)

In addition to these general approaches, more specific methods and tech-
niques are described in the current English-as-a-Second Language/Dia-
lect Resource Book K-12, published by the Ministry of Education,
Curriculum Development Branch, Province of British Columbia in-1981.
These techniques would be particularly useful to teachers with students,
who "speak their native language upon school ,entry and Shift intb the
English language for'academic purposes only.

TheE.S.L./D. Resource Book.also 'has an extensive section pertaining to
dialects and the teaching of students who speak a dialect other than

,Standaird Engliih.

. 4

t ..
.

.

a 5.2 Native Language Instruction
s

N
,i Throughout North America native Indian educators are considering a

41/4. bilingual- bicultural eddcation for native children. This dual educa-
. tional approach stresses either:

2
$.
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ter

reintroducing the native language as a second language, w e
it has been replaced by English, or

. .

using the native languageas the basis of instruction durin
the primary years with English offered as a second language
then gradually shifting towards English in the middle years
with continued enrichment of the native language.

Thirpolicy has been-adopted because local English dialects have repa
ed the original native languages in many-Bat-i-sh Columbia communitie .

This has been a result of educational practices (missionary and feder I)

i

which promoted English inthe school .environment. Students were ac w-
ally punished for speaking their own language in school and on the pl y-
ground. In many communities, only a few fluent Speakers of the lo

t

al
native language remain. Most of these fluent speakers are presently in
their mid forties or fifties. The last opportunity to retain and regain
these native languages for future generations will occur during the next
five to ten years.

Theiresponsibili4 for this educational revival is linked to the k ow-
ledge that language is a purveyor of culture, since the values_an be-
liefs of a culture are imbedded in the home language and in the cu toms
which govern its use: When a language ceases to exist tremendous cul-
tural change occurs. In spite of this process, specific netive,cul ores
continue'to thrive even as their values and customs are altering.

Throughout thii nesource book there is a continued emphasis on.a nun:
ally relevant curriculum, particularly as itoffects the self cone pt of
the native.siudent. In many communities the first efforts to proyide a
relevant curriculum have involved establishing native /anguagel pro-
grams. The list in Appendix B indicates clearly that these-progr s are
numerous and widespread throughout.the province and are offered in all
grade levels from K to 12. Programs currently offered, vary gre tly ih
both content and methodology, depending on the fluency and t aching
skill of the elders. Some programs are oral only, while others nvolve
'reading skills.

Native Language programs offer a secure and comfortable opport
promote $arent and adult _involvement in the local school. S
native aidult has an expertise that the school staff does not.h
languag4 program can be An initial bridge pa the community
parents are involved'in assisting with this specific curriculum
ment, their level of comfort and assuredness in the school en
expands These parents can become positive ambassadors for
school and often encourage further parent involvement.

.-

The initiation and continued support of native language pro rams are
clearly an important cornerstone of educational efforts to improve the
language arts curriculum. The direct benefits aie gaine by the ,

ii

students, the native family and their community. In additio , members/
Of the school staff may develop a_deeper appreciation of the richness of
the child's culture and traditions through the.knterchenge bet een the
selvel and the native language instructor.

$
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6J1 ARRIVING AT READING

When children are first introducedto the formal teaching of reading,
they may need help in understanding that the'language of speech canbe
translated through' a code (the alphabet) into the language of books.
Their success in mastering this transfer in language use will be depenl.
dant on at least four factors.

6.1 A Firm Foundation in Listening and Speaking the Specific Language
(or dialect). of Instruction

Since both expressive and receptive language use is essentially think-
ing, the problem of language, interference based in the different
language or dialect often appears as difficulty in. understanding.
Consequently, it is imperative that teachers recognize this- effect.
When this is clear, their teachirig efforts can be directed toward ex-
pandingthb child's oral language foundationiin the language of instruc-
tion, rather than to correction. of apparent reading difficultfes. In

this case' the emphasis is on ensuring that the level of language
requiredo(sehtence patterns,' structure, and 'vocabulary) is fully intact
within the childis listening and speaking experience, before asking the
child.to apply them in a reading context.

6.2 Physiological Readiness

Knoning when any child is ready to begin reading instruction is a:diffi-
cult judgment. It is complicated by the fact that children may vary
greatly in physical skill and development. Certain' benchmarks in fine'
motor, eye-hand coordination, laterality,.visuai,acuity, and manipula-
tion must be' achieved before direct reading instrucion has maximum
leffect.. The teacher may proceed otherwiie but the effect may not be
positive. '

The International Reading Association's Micromonograph,:on "What's

Readihg Readiness?" states:

"It. is -now an established fact that' one of the
principle causes of poor progress in reading is pre-
mature formal instructiloq."

. > .

Timing of instruction for beginning reading may be crucial. Teachers
may find the following technique useful in recognizing physical-mental .
readiness:

. ' '23 .
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ThejormUlals simple:

After aweek of direct instrUction'the child should know '
at least 5 of the 6 letters., If not - the teacher stops and
returns to pre-reading activities until additional signs become
.evident.,

/
.

This waiting approach. combined with periodic attempts to begin instruc-
tion protects both the child and teacher from the frustration inherent
in too early, forced instruction. It also reduces the resistance to

- read that is so frequently encountered in remedial programming.

6.3 Frequent Book and Reading Experiences

For many. children th sharing of stories,, books, and reading experiences
with parents and olde hildren provides*great pleasure throughout their
early_ childhood years. 'This sharing of stories and books_ is also a
direct preparation for school success. Listening exposei the child to
the language of books, which differs,significantly_from the- language of
speech. This sharing alsoconveys a clear message to the child that
reading is -a valued activity. If such book experiences aie lacking,
then it is imperative that classroOm; library, Learning Assistance
Centre, volunteer, and student programs are mobilized to provide a -wide
variety of substitute experiences in being _"read to".

6.4 Family and-Peer Support for Reading

4

.

One.of the major indicators of reading success for any child is- parental
interest and support for his or her Yearning to read. Until recently,
limited opportunities existed' for .the native child, to enjoy :books,
magazines or newspapers at home.

An improved parent-te,icher communication process can increase the number
and quality rof ways in which parentsi and teachers can reinforce-the
efforts of their lhildren in developing personal reading interests.

.Central to'this process is the establishment of' an open lending policy
so that school library books are available for enjoyment at home as well

as in school. Adult volunteers and aides'can provide additional models.
of )gult to child reading support.' \Older students can algo'be involved
in reading to younger partners (buddies). on a regular basis. A combine-
t ion of all of the aboite methods will be---Aecessary to 'establish-the"
adult and peer support system SD significant in developing a-child's-own
desire to learn to read.

4
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7.0 THE EARLY READING LEVELS

Once children se ready direct%instruction must be provided through a
systematic reading ogram. Tice B.C. Elementary Language Arts Curricu-
lum Guide stresses a basal reader approach. The basal reader apprAch,
however, is not enoult by itself for most students, and for some
students should not be the main program component. Native Indian
studedts typically fit into this latter group. They will probably
benefit from a reading program that emphasizes the language experience
approach, as outlined. fn the remainder of this section.

Ih planning and organizing the beginfiing reading program for children of
culturally and linguistically- different background, six components are
essential:

The children profit froi:

1. Twice-daily experience in being read to.
,

. 2. Daiiy;e*perience-of.having their experiences
and speech putinto print, and reading it back
(LangyageoExperience.)"

! .

. .

Frequent' reading in material which reflects their
lives, xperiences, and culture%

4. Daily. reading practice (individual, paired, or. in
. group) in reading - -material attheir independent.or

InstrUctional fluency level.
1

5. Developing and maintaining checklists
of all skills and-elements-al they are taught to
eneUremasterrand keep unknowns to amanageable
level.

6. ,Frequent,highly pleasurable experiences. with
/ reading.

I .

.

/
Y
''

7.1 -"Read -Aloud" Experience

IP'
The importance of being read to and its extraordinary effect on language.
growth and enrichment has already been em5hasized. Its role has also
been established in developing positive a.t)tades towards reading while
pro;.(iding adult models of reading. The ,informational 'and entertainment
value, of the book qr story provides a high pleasure setting that encour-

"ages,this learning.process.

25 '
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In addition the read-aloud process provides the child with an under-
standing of."what reading is .all about". Listening:gives the child an
opportunity to become familiar with- books, to think) question, and
interpret, and to gain some familiarity with the mechanics of reading
itself,. Frequent experieitce with_read-aloud stories by the teacher may
be thet factor in reading success for the child who comes to-
school; with limited book experiences.

7.2 Language Experience
0410

or the child with _limited book experiences at scOol.entry, the dif-
ficufty of understanding 'what reading is all about is extreme. When
the child's first experiences with reaming are limited to workbooks and
pre-primer readers, it is easy to predict his or her confusion.

It is eapecidlly important for, native children that their earliest
direct reading experiences occur through seeing their own speech con-
verted into print, followed by reading back their own stories, individu-
ally and in cooperatiOn with classmates.

.

'"What I say - becomes print.
Whit I said - can be read!"

.

Through.this approach (language experience) the subject matter of the,
.piint is the child's own life.experiences., Since_there are very.few
books available at beginning reading levels which reflect current native
life (see list, 'Appendix C), this, approach also generates a supply:of
locally renvant material fo'r the classroni.

Without detailing a complete program in language experience, an outline
of useful, approaches for daily programming follows; but first, an

-important note. on procedures. The object of the Language Experience
approach is to teach the child to understand print. It Is important
that the material presented to the child,Oe as print-.like aspossible.
The child's Words must be printed carefully by --an adult or an older
'child (highschool age, perhaps). This is the most diffipult.aspect_of
a Language Experience program. The children can-produce, Stories,
phrases, or words faster than the teacher can print them on cards or on
mini-books, It.is useful to 'have help: parents, aidest elder students,

'tofhelp in the printing. When the students start producing minibooks
thy may be typed. 4

Reliance, on language experience in the reading program may gradually
diminish as the child becomes a proficient reader, although there are
primary teachers who have relied exclusively on the language experience
approach with excellent success.

/I
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The Mt. Gravatt Program (Aus aliar4-offers a commercially produced
language experience progiam ich is based on a controlled use of
chIldrents:o4n common phkasis And expressions:

For most 'teachers, the cl'Ss.developed program will be favoured.
Following is a list of,activ ties_and approaches:

5 6

°

1(/

Initial Stages:
,

Labelling.(with phrases) vaiiousclassroom furniture,
architecture; and objects.

Playing games with these labels. ,

.

Personal word,Or phrase cards - student chosen daily;
"whale", "upAhe river", "ride a skidoo", "skin the mdose".

Playing games with these cards_,and.praPtiping with a buddy.

Art work with space for a one line' sentence dictated ,and
_recorde&underneaths

.r
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4

- Weekly student folder cpllecting the artwork with one-;line .,
captions.

- Class books (weekly) featuring each student's ieekly
favourite, bound, and sent home, or placed in:the reading /

corner.

7

Laier Stages (Group & Individual)

Group Story Chart.
_

generate cooperatively from the chiidren's community or-

classroom experience.. *Use the child's own dialect withou%
change.

.

The Fiest- Plane After break-Up
.4.

All of us run down to the beach - evenOr. Lario.
Over by the creek was a small open spot of,Water.

. .
.

The plane-was circling:, No one was sure. I think
"maybe' its too small-, the space:

We got no,mail for 5 weeks and mum worries about
her sister in Smithers. ,-

plane-was from Telkwa and one smart pilot. He
lands on the ice chunks and slides in.

We all smile and' help carry the bags'Ao the store. ,

No we are bick at school .

'

Takla Landing

6
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Use the daily group story to teach- reading. This is the key
to using language experience as a reading approach. Any
technique used in basal readers can be applied tthe story
chart.:

- Riaj back the story, alternating sentences, phrasesi_etc.
,Take turns between;
. whole-group, individuals
. boys, girls
. children with broWn; black or red shoes

ti

- Locate' important
. words; phrases, sentences
. fdeas

. note form, structure, punctuation,
(Use coloured marking pens, hand bracketing; or match
phrase strips).iL.

- Cut up the-story into strips for each child. Rebuild the
. story in sequence.

- Appoint one child ;as story-sof-thetor the day._ t
. The child copies the. group story onto a ditto master and
signs his name.

.

. The teacher sends the day's story home with each child,
-and encourages sharipg with family.

. Keep 'one weekly set of stories t_ o stay )n the class
reading corner. //

.\
- Keep the large-charts and hang on a ehartstand

student choice and practiceiwpairs.
. .

Use °photographs of local scenes-to generate 060 stories
(large photosl or-individual 'stories Umalrzphotos).

,

- Read-back sharing as. child his weekly beet fog "the
.

reading corner.

-

Write a daiyjournal or diary entry. Then teacher writes a
one sentence response 'orequestion.about the child's comments.

Collect a personal anthology of student's best stories and
make mini-books for hone and

,
for.tfie-reading corner.

Make,a clAss mini-book of all the student's response to one
tNemet i.e. The Sense of:Tbuch.

4tI like the feel of my mom's hands. When I bath she

scrubs' my .back. Her hands are smooth andwarm".
Mary lane McKenzie, Hazelton.

.
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Advanced Sta4ei
._ _ .-: ,.....: ,

Mitifi-up-43fUderit with a buddy fin a younger'elass. The bider
--, student interviews'his or her buddy and writes a minibbok about

--.:.-,- 'fitit'or her.
---t.

-=--Provide a controi.ed voeabularOist to the authors, (limited
to the buddy'S instructional reading level).

- Author reads the book to the younger buddy and leaves it with
th6'66ddy.-

- Next time the author listens'to the buddy readthe book to
him or her.

Write a fiction mini-book for a buddy in the class or an a
younger 'lass.

, -

:10411d student charts to explain, deseribe,'or prepare for a
project:

- recipes -.front back

.0akeless Cookies;
2 c. cornflake crumbs
3/4e. mincemeat
1/2 c, chopped nuts
2 T., honey

1 T. butter
2 T. lemon juice :-

confeotioners'sugar

Place-cornflakes, 1410
mincemeat and nuts
in a bowl.and mix
up with clean handt.
Add honey,- butter
and lemon juice..
Knead until blended,
roil into_batter into
little balls.

(approx. 14. each).
Roll littielballs'in
sugar._ Refrigerate
10-15 minutes. Eat!

- field triOs"

- science experiments .

Write mixed board and seat storfes.- Rotate .iO that.ofte

thirdto one half of the class writes stories at sections of the
board, while the others write dt'their seats. When fin shed,

\ authors or friends read the'board stories aloud to the ciast.

. .

4\interview writing and sharing, lot:plder'itudents, adults,
bpmmunity hcipersreiders, etc.)

k
Class newspapers, etc.,

4

,
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7.3 Culturally Relevant Material

I

as

Following is a limited list of books, paperback books, and materials_
related to Indian life with readability levels from pre-prOer to late
Grade 2 levels, which were developed in British Columbia fOr native
students reading in the early Grde 1, 2'and 3 levels.: "The content is
often ;many specific but include themes, valueq,and events. that are
relevant to native children and their families.

These materials can supplement the daily production
.

of language:
experience stories -in-theclassroom. Since their content is tied-to a
very specific gebgraphical area, they are most useful ielocal minim,
books are alsodeveloped. Such local readers are an excellent way to-
, -
get 'native parents involxed in ,a teameffort-within the ischool.

.

.

,

PRIM* READING IATIERIALS ON NATIVE LIFE

4. ,'

0
)

Bella Bella PreOrimerReaders by:8dleyland Karen,Hunt, Bella Belli.
Comounity School, 1977-78 r-'--

r '

t *, W

Around Bella Bella -
...

Bois Around Bella Bella
Co" h4 to' the Beach

The HelicopterComes To Bella Bella
The Little' Goldfish

. ,

The 'tittle, Herring ,

'- The"Months of the Year in BeW Bella' . :.,
The propeller Goes Around andllround
The.Ravenand the Crow ,

Time to Fish . b
Where I Live

.

, .

Bella Coola Mini s of 'Legends contaet Burman
SChool DistrietMo. 49, Bella',Coekle; British Co

0I
A %., '

a

Henry, Supervisor)
lumbia.

Brute and His Friends, (i'Acvure Qook) by Jo-4nn Archibald, Coqualeetza
Education, Cultural:Centre, Stolp:Sitel Curiiculum, Sardis, lirltish
Columbia - 1980: ' . %.4

66 .
I. °. c

e
G '-$ -'* 0

The Fish Line.Magazine (twice a year),-1,'siil_Board of Education, Mt.
Cur0e, British Cblumbia.

i

. .r 0.
000

.'.4 ' i ; .:, ' : . -
Hai& Reading Book by lima Lawrence', Ketchtkan, IndialiCorporation, .oN

. ` Ketchikan, Aleikap.U..S.A.1 19/9 ,,

.
.

V
,,. P. = Oe

't

'' '. . 'Oe.
%. A.'

'i0

.5

.
t 4 31. 16%
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Haida Story Telltmg Time by Robert Cogo, Ketchikan, Indian Corporation,
Ketchilipn, Alaska, U.S.A., 1979.

.The Indian Reading_ Series: Stories and Legends of the Northwest by

Henry Real Bird, Karen Stone and Joseph Coburn, Series I, II, III,'
tape, teachers manual and activity cards, 1977.

Legends -:of T'Sou-Ke and West Coast Bands, compiled by 'Sandra Laurie,

,Darlene.George,and Francine George, Sooke Region Historical Society
and T'SOu-Ke Band, Victoria, British Columbia, 1976.

1.1-ialha, by Beatrice Brown, illustrated by Arthur Hall, -Bella Bella
Community School, He.tltsuk Cultural Education Centre, 1977.

Mahyegs, Three Stories. T'szil Board of Education, Mt. Currie British
Columbia. "°

Mr. Bearnd The Baby, by Ed Leon, Coqualeetza Edqoation Cultural
Cent, Stolo:Sitei. Curriculum, Sardis, British ColaAbia, 1979.

Stories.Ahout the Shuswap Indians,' by Oennifer Dick, available through
B.C.T.F. lesson aids.

. ,

Sun, Moon and' Owl, Books, 1, 2, 3, Teachers Guide and Worksheets, by
Karen Clark, available through B.C.T.F. lesson aids..

4

S7 cries-and Articles lout Us, by Squamish Students at_Norgate
coordinated by Ann Simeon, North Vancouver, 1979.

Sulk - More Stories and Articles About Us, by Squamish Students at
$orgate School, coordinated by Ann Simeon, North Vancouver, line

Upper. Stolo Fishing (Grade 4) Fishing methods, equipment, and
preservation, Coqualeetza Education Cultural Centre, Stolo:Sitel,
Curriculum, Sardis, British Columbia, 1979. P

Wigwam Tales by iennifer Dick, School District No. 24, Kamloops,
British Columbial1973.

,

WSAENEC
%
SgELKEL Newsletter, laanich Indian School Board, Administrator,

Saanich, 'British Columbia. _

- .
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Lk Daily Reading Practise and Instruction

An examination of the two major criticisms of a language experience
based reading'Orogram are worth consideration. This, awareness provides-

- for the addition of other approaches tto ensure a successful' total,
program. The weaknesses. includes

lack of enough practice raiding material at the child's own
fluency level and

$.

lack of a sequentially based skill developm nt program

Fxperienced teachers compensate for these weaknesses by using personally
developed materials or selecting materials from published reader and ,

workbook programs. There are, however, a number, of teachers working
with native children who have limited' teaching experience. The
provision of an easy-to-follow published program is useful to ensure-
systematic instruction in the areas not covered through a language
experience approach. .

A bass reader program, provides an excellent resource to the less. °

experienEed teacher, because it uses a wide based and systematic
approich to reading instruction,. It should offer all of the following

. .

components

A learning management - evaluation system.

Controlled vocabulary within student reading texts.

Progressive, difficulty of sentence structure in student reading
texts.

A sequential skill development program featuring

- Word attack
- Vocabulary

Comprehension
StudySkille

Supplementary reading materials. ,

lo An easy-to-follow teachers' guide.

r

t
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Basal reading.programs also provide 4 "wealth of material to the child
fur reading practice. It is thisily pra?tice which provides the
cemcnt'for the learning to read process. In the beginning, a child's
.small Sight.voCabulary limits the use of library books to provide .this
'practice: ,.Consequently, the wider the\quanpity of reading material
available to-thechild the more valuable the program.

r 1,

, .

In student texts, the .teacher provides for reading reinforcement,
stretch, and skill'Idevekopment, through daily lessons. During the
childrens own reading time they have additional books from the Magic
Circle Library (Ginn 720) which match their independent reacting levels,
as well aS the class collection of r.iguage experience material collect-
ed in the relding centre. This wide lection provides for the pleasure
of, sharing, as children are encouraged to do) paired reading, with a
buddy. This process encourages,. two students to'select a book or story

.and share it whi.le. alternating-short reading turns. At first-the part-
ners take 'One sentence turns, then later one paragraph turns, in order
to keep the interest of the silent partner up, and "drift-away" down.

, After rehearsal, pairs can share their choice with classmates - one
reading, while the other turns pages.and shows the pictures - alternat-
ing reading, turns every few pages.

The daily practice - both individual and paired, combined with the
'opportunity and responsibility to share with classmates - ades further
stimulus tO the enjoyment of reading and the desire to growiand improve.

7:5 IndbAdual Checklists of Skills and Fluency Checks

Ali basal reader programs lore subject to certain 'common criticisms.
Basal texts, as a result of Oblishing'processes, tend to be:

Urban oriented
Middle class, oriented

Weak representations of various minority groups and cultures
Paced for.language-able students.

Teachers can compensate for these weaknesses by, preparing the native
student for nel ideas and experiences, by using language experience to
provide local relevancy,.by omitting certain stories, and by carefully
checking fiuency and completing a checklist of skills to determine if a
child may move into higher levels of a'reading program.

Most reading texts are developed to match the learning pace of language-

able students. The frequency and speed of introducing- new skills,
vocabulary, and concepts can lead to incomplete learning unless careful
recordkeeping is established. One of the most frequent experiences of
native students is to be "swamped by a sea of unknowns". These students
have learned a portion or what they've "been taught", but often the
teaching rolls on and on, ieaving them furtherand further behind. The
distance between what is known .and what is taught snowballs, soAhat
they are unable to organize themseives to iearn even a segment of what



they need to kno ." This occurs partly bec se they don recognize what°
they don't know and partly because the e is far toolmuch detail to

. organize and mas e .

,.., Charley Is A P rfect Example

In Nov ber his teacher decided he was ready o
read, along'with five they children. He joined
the hers in a begi ing alphabet and vocabuilary

greip. AI first it /was fine. There were 5 lietters
learn (S-M-A-T- ) and 5 words (rul, jumpiland,

e, ball). In tie first week he felt fine because
e learned 'S-T A' And 'run' and`'ball', Hil teacher was

'happy too.

In the seco d week his teacher added (0,0-P- -I) and
(play-for othervgan-do). All of a sudden C arley
had 7 s nds and 8 words to learn. He managed to
learn - F' and 'play -: mother , can'. '

The the next week the teacher went on apt.: Now 1

he ad 10 sounds and 10 words he'didn't knoic

1

he snowball) had begun. Charley tried but Fouldn't
, organize himitIlf and the 'teacher didn't kno :

/ . I

1.1( (1) What he did know and

/
// (2)' What he didn't know.

She became frustrated too, for he had seemed bright,

/ but now he seemed unable to !KEEP Up".

,

.
Charley's teacher would have saved a lot of frustrati n for both of them
by listing the elements (or skills) being taught a d checking to see
which, ones he had really learned. Her list for charley woulti have
looked like this:

Charley

s m a t hIc o p I

.,

'

. etc.

.

.

run Jump and the ball play for mother

nig
i

can:ill:II

vi Ell
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Once this information was clear the teacher would be less likely to
co tinue adding unknowns until the earlier learning was complete.

This picture is relatively clear at a beginner's level. However when.
older children have learning profiles with large numbers of skill un-
knowns, the situation is further complicated. Further progress is

nearly impossitle until these unknowns are mastered. This is the reason
that thorough teaching at prescribed", grade levels' often has little'
effect on'the weaker student. Untll someone determines the student's
previous skill holes and assists him or her in Mastering them, his or
her chan'ces of improving are.limited. .

... ...,
.

,

This effect is also operative on the child's reading level.- A student
. who has not mastered the vocabulary, most frequently used in library or

textual reading ( usually 80% Grade 1, 2, and 3 words) will be unable to .

continue reading in more difficult materials (i.e. Grade 5). Thispre-
i veils no matter how carefully the teacher introduces he,new vocabulary

of the "prescribed reader". Mastery of vocabulary refers to the child's
ability to- -,instantly read (retrieve) a word in 1/5 of a second) and to
use the word sensibly in a'spoken sentence. These two factors are good
indicators that, the word is understood and committed to the child's
permanent memory, It" also emphasizes the slowness of over-frequent
word-sgunding which interferes with meaning:

Two cuE intIlists of word frequency are available to classroom teacherS
to_assi t in .determining the words students know. The first list
allows one. to .estimate word recognition (reading), the second list
,provides a basis for estimating Spelling ;(writing).

The computerized American' Heritage List of Word` Frequency, (1971)
available from the Lower Mainland Council of the International
Reading Association, 3216 WeSt 2nd Ave., Vancouver, B.C. V6K
1K8. This list covers the 1000 highest frequency .words in print
- in order of decreasing' frequency to the aade 8 level

Ves Thomas, Teaching
Vancouver, B.C. - This list -in'
found In print in Canada. .The

frequency and include frequency

(1979),. Gage Publishing Ltd.,
the words must. frequently
are 'listed in decreasing
Fool usage.

Many of the controlled reading series (far example, the Dale list is
included in the Sprint series) also contain word lists. These lists,
while useful are usually not graded and word order varies from list to
list.

.

Caution is necessary concerning 'reader series which are controlled on
the basis of word sound (phonic) similarities. As pointed out previous-
ly, the initial reading wsposure.for the native child is crudial. His
linguistic background usually differs considerably from textbook (Stand-
ard) English. He may have to make a number of language shifts before he
can think-n the language of readers.

36 45
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"411

, me or Diaiet

. f 11.0.

anguage Shift

from

to

Classroom Language or Dialect

to

"Primerese" and Book Language.
.

If another layer of artificial language (phonic control) is added to the
initial-reading experience, it complicates the process of learning to

4 read, so -that understanding may be virtually-impossible.

Example

"Pat got as sad as a winter sUn."

Since 'meaning is the mesAage' for successful reading, the use cf
.phonilally controlled readerA as a program for native children is highly
questionable. But a thorough phonic program is a vital component of the
reading instruction a student ,needs to develop the skills of new word
recognition for independent reading. It should be part of any balanced
reading development program.

Administering an informal reading inventory is one way of monitoring
.student progreis. Such monitoring is helpful in preventing 'too:lents

from attempting to read material that is too difficult, what,has been
called "frustration level" material. The B.C. Language Arts`Curriculiim

Guide (1978) establishes some' criteria for scoring informal

inventories. Further suggestions' are "provided in Section 9 of this

resource book. The following diagraM illustrates one example of

.
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_ .

tegrouping students based on the Ginn Y20 mastery test for How _It Is
Nowadays. Some caution must be exercised in using such mastery tests as
a sole criteria for regrouping as they may, not accurately' reflect

'readifig skills.

Able
regrouped
into -level 9

"Inside Out

-on page 62
.gith Ian and
another slx
children.
Mastery test
'passed.

Laura regrouped in
parallel reader with
Peter (another series).

Mastery test = Weak in

vocabulary.

Peter regrouped
in parallel reader

_ with Laura/lanother
series).

weaktest weak In comprehension.

38 47 4
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Ian regrouped ,

into level 9
"Inside Out"
on page 62
with Able and
another six
children.

Mastery test
passed.

Yvette joins ,new group
in level 10, "A Lizar
to Start With er
an oral inv o shows
her instruct ally fluent
at that level as well as
mastery test for level 9.

6



1.6 High Pleasure

,

There are several approaches to learning to read which pro4de a high
pleasure impetus and build positive student attitudes about reeding.
All of these approacheisan be used supplementary to any basic pro; m.

The first is a te4nique developed by Bill Martin 3r., and prompt s in

Holt, Rinehart and Winston's Sound .of Language Seck6s. It consis of

reading and continually re-reading high interest,- catchy storils, s,

rhymes, and songs to the children until they are so familiar that t
are able to

(1) choral read them with the teacher,
(2) choral read them with a group, and finally
(3) read them independently or with a buddy.

4.,

This technique can be used with any high interest material and might
well be'used with selections from the Indian Reading Series from the
Northwest E00e4tional Lab., or other Indian life reading series. offering
short, high interest legends and stories. It also applies. well-to all
enjoyable nursery rhymes, finger plays, poets, jokes or stories. The
Sounds of Language Series itself offers a good anthology of this, kind of
material. Since the emphasis is on enjoyment, the audience has the
answer, so if students are turned on, continue - if not, stop!

The Ontario Educational Authority has developed a learning to read

television series called Readalong. It provides 10 minute video taped
programs featuring! several lively. puppets; Boot, Pretty, Grandma,

Elephant, The Explorer, Mr. Bones, Who Owl,_ and real children. It

introduces I _guage. in context situations and uses the latest video

it

effects for troducing-4Nd reviewing new words. Readalong also
includes song storles, poems, and jingles.as well as a teacher's guide
with coloured pictures of the puppet characters. -It is,avallable for
.plirchase from the Provincial Educational Media Centre; Ministry of
Education, Richmond, B:C. Although the cultural content and values
differ greatly from those of native families, it has proven very

0 successful and popular with native children in Alert Bay, LyttQnpand
North Vancouver, B.C.

. %

A buddy system provides a great deal of mutual reading pleasure whin
students within a class or betleen classes .are paired with younger or
older children to regulatly share books, This process of sharing by. .

reading and discussing has been credited in a ;research study as

instrumental in improving' the abilities of both students (and in

particular the abilities of the helpIngfor older student).
. .

It should be emphasized IQ this section on. beginning reading that the
approaches for the native student differ from early reading instruction
for the non-native student. The differences can be summarized in three
points: .
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The emphasis on using the children's own class reading
material (lqnguage experience) is amplifiedt.

Techniques which are .highly successful 'with all children are
given priorityt

The content of the total reading program emphasizes large amounts
.of culturally relevant. information.

6
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8.Q LATER FiEADING LEVELS,

. ,

The native students' Altitude towards reading, influences their growth
and success., Once 'children have, succesofully 'begun to read, each

'teacher is response ale for stimulating the students continued interest:
in reading, while complimenting and challenging the reading skills to

.

ensure continuous growth.
,

V °
There are at least five basic components to Planning and organizing a:
program of instrubtion for the older native student, who' has progressed
beyond4xhe early stages of reading: .

rb-

: Continueoral language enric1 ent and expansion:

2. Syite4tic instruction in a wid6:based reading
. .

program fitting'the student's. instructional reading
level and providiA0 for sequential skill development.

. ,
3. Provision of classroom readini materials related to .

native life and culture 0 supplement £he basal
propraritk

,

_i
.

4. Adequate Provision for independent library book
selection and daily practice reading. ,

5. High pleasure reading experiences.

8.1 Continued Language Enrichment

In addition to the diAl.lniUage'approaches suggested in the section on
Spoken Languagey Section'5.1, it seems, fruitful for teachersall

4t;

levels of the e ementary school) to continue reading o their children
twice a day. . is practice is common in the primary grades,- but is

. often abandoned in later years. Extending read-aloud experiences
-\ throughout the intermediate years may ensure that language acquisition

alit! language enrichment will continue.

In order to provide Ehii exposure the particular choice of read-aloud
stories andgbooksshOula-hold high appeal for, the students and be Above
the liAenfng and speaking level of the majority of students., Estab-
lishing .a reserved shelf 4-)t nro impact "read-aloud' in the

library erovides quids and easy access' for teacher selection
A
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-The'Word Analysis Practice Cards published by Harcourt, Brace,, 3ovano-
4=417 vich'Inc. 'are' another effective way to provide for language growth 'in

vocabulary. Each,-of the Word sorting cards lists 25 to 30 words, which
the student divides'. into 3 categories described on the card. When the
student. is stumped, he uses the.dictibnary to assist hiM. Since the
cards (3 levels).can be matched to the'child's instructional' reading
level, the chIldis motivated to sort out the few "teasers". The cards
are self? Checking, on 'reverse side. The word, sorting process
requires careful thinking reflected in student. interest and engagement
with the task. .

,

. .
it

,,
. .

'There are seyeral teaching .practices used for word-recognition which
need to be altered and expanded for the linguistically' different .

student. These include out -of- context sight word flashing, single word
language master cards, and too frequent phonic decoding. The difficulty
with all these practiced is the belief that the noise of a word carries
meaning (often ref erred to as word barking }. Ifnew words are memorized
in isolation from either spoken or- printed.'coritext there is dahger that
the student brings no meaning to the word when reading it. She or he is
therefore apt to miss the entire meaning of the idea he or she is
attempting =to read., :

.

.
..

.

7

AN EXAMPLE TO TRY

Sound out:

Minakwaywaykumik

Min/a/Kway/Way/Kum/ik

'

O

Well,..___dode - faster -
,

Now
.

Now you've got it - .

h what,does it mean? .

Well you 'read 'it',.

surely you know?

*See bottoM of page..

1

Minikwayway kumik = drinking pla

f

avers (in Cree)

i'
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All o f these methods are useful tools for recognising new words, but
practice must first 'be proVidedin context sr that meaning is carried as
well as noise. Initial practice can be provided with oral phrases and
sentences using word blanks during word flash drill and-pictures on the
Langoage Master. Durrell's Speech to Print program provide& a good
modsl'oftthisr approach. It uses amoral sentence context, non-verbal
responses, and forces' 'students to be actively engaged inthought in
order to answer 'sensibly.

.

The Cloze. Techniques is a useful mgthoCI for comprehension improvement.
This involves removing every 5th, 7th; or 8th word in a story and
letting the student supply it. It can be done veiy effectively out
loud, by pausing in a storf to let students orally supply the words. %
The chosen word is usually cued by the preceding and following words/A
(Context.) The students' choice doesn't have to match the flooW,s, but*
must4

4'

A

fit grammatically,-
fit the .meaning, and

4 make sense.

a

When students dtmonstrate success orally, they are challenged to,,applj,
the skill in Okntedcontext. 1

gsample:

p47never reached the i .islailds. Marra rowed and
...

44sein X
in the stern and ) the ti" -There

.
,

wa .
.. sea running, just enough bring-the ---

little wavelets flower, and the flock
..

'like

. ,

terns .that seemed te ,6 . them for a while

. flowers, too, agaidst is., so Marra' but

Alison only laughld '' her. (p. 32,0-ell'Me How
4

the Sun Rose, Level II, Ginn 720)
\

8.2 Systematic Instruction at the Child's Instructional Reading Level
in'a Wide Based.- Reading Program

The value of a bisal reader in providing reading practice and planning
for systematic pkill development is great. However the reading text
must first fit the student's instructional reading level" if the

instruction is to substantially increase eading growth. 4

In the B.C. Elementary Langu
desirability of providing
'reinforced. The authos of
providing a textbook more
instructional level may have

age Ares Curriculum Guide (1218, p.. 13) the,
instruction "at the student's levet" is
the language arts guide also suggest that
than one -half a year above .4e child's
a nega%ive effect on reading imprOement.
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The recently preset bed Ginn
,

720 Pro rim provides the teacher with a
learning management' system t 'ensure the placement of each student In a
text Plain; hisnstruct,lona reading level On pages 49 to 55 in this '

auide another procedure is described for teachers to use in determining,
a child's instructional reading level., This method will be Oteful When`
using othet basal readee series With cohfrolled'wor'd frequency

4

Anotheebenefit provi ded by most basal reader serie s is- ther= ° of

16415,JOr daily lesson plannthg availible to the'Classroom teacher
throudFthe teachers' manual. In spite of the skill development' strands
built into most basal reader programs, number of comprehension skills-
are not easily.. mastered by students. When thinking (Comprehension)
skills are 'difficult for students:to master,.,4everal factors may cause
interference:1-

N\

The particular thinking .skill was not previously learned through ;-
-

Listening:instruction.

-The reading level of the `materials used to challenbe thCAinking
skill does not fit the ,student.

'.)

e The particular thinking skill was not focus ow-conslstently l'.
until mastered. It may have been alternated or included with a
number of other thinking skills to be taught. , .

,

f "
. , .

In the 1978 B.C. -Language Arts Guide under the section."Suggested
Teaching Strategies", ,teachers bare encouraged to try the listening=
reading, transfer lesson. The two principies.of this lesson are:

.

.

(a) The teacher sets very specific purposes for listening and

'reading These purposes rare based 64. the (learning) outcome *'.."4
lipted unocr the appropriate listeningand readingegoals.

.

-

(b) The students are asked tfor example), to listen for the main
idea just as .they are -asked to read for the main idea. this

will help students understand the, similarity of the two

.6, processes. )t = .
07

0.- /

0

0

1

,

' ''r,, ft- 61
Themajor weaknesses of basal reader programs fore native students -are

,4

. the-lack of culturely relevant material and the nclusion of a great
numbellr* of experiences which are entirely:Ai unknown' to the native child.
'The sensitive classroom teacher cah compensate fa these faults by:

providing. interesting lead-in information, experiences, and

preparation for 'stories ,'which are outside the student's own
experiehce. ti

omitting totally irrelevant selections.
. 4

using' culturally relevant reading matrial.frequently to'supple-
. 'hent the program. .

,

s

...., ,,

G

. .

.54

0

'°

I
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In summary, the strength of a wide based reading program includes

sequential skill development and provision a a quantity of varied read-
ing ekperienm at a controlled reading level, plus the valued resource
of a well organized and easy to fallow teacher's guide. The lack of
tUlturally relevant reading experience and the frequency of irrelevant

. and urban-based selections are weaknesses which need to be .recognIzed.
and-compensated for by each.cliSsicoM-f6dotier.-

1

8.3 Culturally Relevant Materials

There s a great need -in tNe classroom for/ the provision of readi4g
material dealing .with native life, culture, history, current affairs, A

and fiction'to balance the huge amounts of books, magazines, newspapers,
etc., that deal with nonrnative lifer; in the school and community. Until
recently the existing boOks and materials about native lift were written
at such a high difficulty level that their usefulness was limited to
picture and caption reading. However In the past five years there has
been a great increase of published books dealing with native culture. A
significant number of these are quality books written at readability.
levels of Grade 3 through Grade 8. In 1977 the Government of Canada's- ,r/
Department of IndiaA.Northern Affairs published: an annotated biblio-'
graphy of books on native life titled "About Indians, a List of Books,
4th Edition". It divides the booksintn groups from Grades K to 3f 3 to

' 6, and Grade 6 ,and beyond for easy reference. This bibliography
provides an excellent reference for school librarians' who are planning
to 'expand the native culture content of their collection. Appendix Cof
of Ch is guide is a list of books on native life and culture which could
serve as another' ordering source for teachers and librarians.

_,_ _ _ip_addition to-publIshed-sourcesTof7information about Indian life and
culture, many classroom activities-produce student-ma4e reading Material
and media reflecting the local community. This is language expefience

t.,at its most sophisticated level. 4

, . .
Another source ofinformation about Pgan culture is the native curr.1-.
'culum materials which are being locally developed In Btkeish Columbia.
A list of these materials'is on pages 31-2. Although these materials
rely on mutli-media approaches as well as print, the high interest and
ease of readability of the printed information, make them extremely
attractive to students. ' . -

As emphasized in the 1978 B.C. Language Arts Guide,. an integrated ap-
proach to developing language arts skills is vital.. Using tnesp locally
developed materials thematically with the whole class or a portion of
the class; provides as excellent opportunity to practice language ,art
skills while studying alunified.theme.
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8.4 Independent Reading and Book Selection

The enjoymentof reading in library books, magazines, film strips, news-
. papers, etc., is the real goal of a child's learning, to read.

There is iittle point in learning how to read, however, when there is
little for children to seiect, because there are very few library books
within their reading level. Until children reach a late Grade two flue-
ncy, this limited'ehofee is a real probiem effecting independent library
reading. Fortunately during the last five years, greater numbersof
wordless picture books, read-a-long taped books, and low word-load books
havi been published. which provi a broader range of choice to young.
readers.

The essence of a successful independent reading program in the classrooms.
is the provision of, ample time for careful book selection and daily time
for students to read and enjoy their choices.

Some classrooms provide this time and practice .through Uninterrupted
Sustained Siient Reading (U.S.S.R.). Twenty to forty minutes daily are
scheduled in a fixed time slot, so that all students, the teachery the
aide, etc. are reading self-selected books.- Some schools have actually
selected .a coordinated time slot, so that ali classes, the janitor, the
_secretary, and the principal are reading simultaneously. This time is
devo6d exclusively to reading and no other activity takes piece.

0

During book selection, there are always students who find it difficult
to find a book that fits their interest and their reading fluency
level. These are the students recognized as page flippers, library
traffickers, and 'nuisance to your neighbour' types. The ptOblem has
Oten been complicated by classroom practices which gave the message
that everyone ought tebe in the same difficulty of book (a prescribed
grade level reader)/ .

There are two classroom approaches which can change that message.

(a) The 5 finger ruie

When beginning library book selection With the class, empha-
size again that a book must fit its reader. Ask the students
to check one fuli pa( of print after they- have chosen a
book. Have them put up one finger for any word they wouid
have to sound or puzzle out. If they use all five fingers on
one hand, the book is too difficult to be used for independent
reading. for students whohave avoided reading and picked too
difficult books in the past,this wili require repeated teach-
er reinforcement. During the, first woks students' choices
need to be Jarefuily checked before t'ey leave the library.

, If they are stiil not using the five finger rule, teachercan
assist them in appiying it to seiect a suitable book. This

.40 viii require monitoring for several weeks to be sure the

message is ciear.

p
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(b) Classroom mini-libraries

Select from the school library or the nearest public library a

choice of 15 - 20 books, aimed at the readers who have the
most difficulty selecting accurately.. In other words, pick
easy-to-read books so that if students insist they are
finished, you direct them immediately to their mini-library,
rather than lose them to a library search. When"students
realize.that what you do and what you say convey the/ same
message, they begin.to choose more thoughtfully.

These particular students will be choosing shorter books, to
match their independent fluency level, so that they will
finish more quickly. It may be useful to allow them one or
two extra choices on library selection day. In respect to
"too easy" books, students may try this a few times, but if
they're actually reading their books, the choices probably
match their independent fluency level. / In this situation, it
is far .better _to err on the too easy side than too hard, for
word repetition is the glue. that provides permanent. learning
of vocabulary.

8.5 High-Pleasure experiences

Foremost among high pleasure exposures is the daily experience of being
read to by the classroom teacher. A variety of read-aloud experiences,
reflecting the whole range. of reading choice, will provide the
foundation necessary for understanding the elements and qualities of
literature. In addition the response of a student to a- particular
author or topic may establish the beginnings of his or her own personal
taste inlook selection.

.

A reference to taped books has been made several times in this guide.
They are clearly one of the most popular reading'experiendes chosen by
native Students. ,Such taped books appear to, have a dit4ct effect.on
reading growth and library use. The individual packets include:

One copy of an attrattive library book and '

01117- cassette taped script of the exact story, with signals for
page turning.

Also available are:

Filmstrips of the illustrations and
-o Multiple copies of the text.

Following is a list of,selected publishers; producing read -a -long taped
books:

Coronet Instructional Media.Ltd., 200'Steelcase Rd., E., Markham,
Ontario, OR 1G2

47
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Educational Enrichment Materials - AdministOtive Information
Media, Educational Aids, P.O. Box 86704, N. Vancouver, B.C.,
V7L 4L2

Ginn & Co., 3771 Victoria Park Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1W 2P9

Nel,on-Bowmar, 81 Curlew Drive, DonMills, Ontario, M3A 2R1

Visual Education Centre (Enc. Brit.) 75 Horner Ave., Toronto,

Ontario.

Walt Disney Educational Media - McIntyre Educ. Media Ltd., 30

Kelfield St., Rexdale, Ont. M9W 5A2

Weston Woods, Box 280, StationA, Weston,A0ntario, M9N 9Z9-

(*featuring Caldecott & Newberry Award Books & Stories).
T

Shling is another valuable way to provide a reason 6 read. The buddy
system involves selecting an older or younger' reading partner from

/
:another class, and listening and reading together4;on a regular basis.

/ . .
.

The organization .of both clashes takes careful planning and monitoring
by the teachers, but it offers tremendous enjoymeni through readirig, and
is well worth Ow organizational effort. I

For native children°an influx of tradition's and culture can add to their
self esteem and bring enjoyment to the entire class. There are a vari-
'ety of choices at all grade levels of stories, filmstrips, and taped
books representing the legends and history of native people in British
Columbia. 4

Other high interest reading activities include, student written puppet
shows, mini-dramas, and studOt*Writteh radio'programs. Students of all
ages enjoy taping stories and books for youngef students. Also' many of

the language experience find student-made curriculum activities provide
reading pleasure.

1
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9.0 THE DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING OF READING

In order to providean appropriate reading program for native Indian
students their teacher must Continually ask questions. These questions
could include, among others, such thihgs as: (a) Is Lee Ann, for exam-
ple, reading- the correct reader?;.(b) what kinds of assessment proce-
dures should I use to determine her strengths and weaknesses in read-
ing?; and (c) after deciding on a reader, what should I do to be certain
my choice was a good one? The answers to these and other similar ques-
tions can be changed,from maddening to manageable if the teacher follows
a diagnostic decision-making model. The steps of such a model are quite
straightforward. They are:

f

(a) Look at what you already know first;

(b) Liste.1 and look carefully it'what and how the student reads;

(c) Based on the information gained in steps (a) and (b), estimate
reading level;

(d) Use this estimate as a starting point when administering' an
informal reading inventory or standardized diagnostic reading
test;

(e) Design or select reading material based on assessment deci-
sion. Try a lesson or two based on tentative placement
decision;

(f) Make grouping decision and monitor performance.'

Each of these steps will be discussed in more detail below. In order to
do thii we will attempt to make a placeient decision for Victor who hp
arrived at his'new school as a "Grade 5" student in mid April.

.66

Look At What You Already Know

4 Thee previous teacher had placed Victor in a grade 5 reader. No
other information arrived with him to indicate whether he was
reading at that level successfully.

A Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test tcore was forwarded as well.
Unfortunately only the grade equivalent score was included. This
data suggested that when compared to other students on this test,
he,scored 'at a grade level of 3.8. This dat9 is very misleading
as depending on the level of test token (unknown), Victor's grade
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equivalent score can change considerably. Since our purpose here
is.only to estimate where to start testing on a diagnostic
reading inventory we will use this information as a crude guesi.

Listeh And Look Carefully At What And How The Student Reads

Sometimes it will take'awhile before either the Learning Assiat7
ance teacher or the classroom teacher will have an opportunity.to
administer a diagnostic reading test.

The classroom teacher,,' in the first tivo days, listened to Victor
when he read. It was noted that VictorAas not afraid orbooks
and appeared to like to read. The clagroom teacher estimated
Victor as a late grade three reader.

I Estimate Where To Start Testing

I

Based en the available information, Victor's reading level for

assessment purposes is estimated to be-between the last reader in
grade 3 and the first'reader in grade 4.

t-

[--Use This Information To Start Testing

In this case the program the classroom teacher is using has a -
self - contained informal reading inventory: Since the available
estimate of reading level Is very crude, the Learning Assistance
teacher (or classroom teacher) decided to start ,test one level
below the estimate. The following were Victor's results:

Grade 2 Late Two - one error
- 90% score on comprehension questions

6ade 3 Early Three - three errors
- 85% comprehension

$
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*indicates Victor is
reading at late
grade 3.

Late Three - five errors
- 75% comprehension

Grade 4 Early Four - seven errors
50% comprehension

Try A Lesson Or Two

For the first few v.essons, the clas.sroom teacher.will want to watch
Victor quite closely. Test information is not always accurate.
Students have been known to read more poorly,in an 'initial test
situation than. they typically read. Continue to use the five
finger rule of thumb and watch for signs of "this is too-easy" as
well.

AM,

4

Make and Adjust Placement Decisions

Frequently there is a student who's instructional level does not fall
within the range of'any group. SinCe four.groups stretch the limits of
clasiroom organization, Winslow is assigned to the group just above his-
range. Groups are rarely hormogenous, so that individualized skill
instruction is often provided for specific students. When specific
planning and. instruction are_developed,for other student's needs, then
an'indtviduaiized program suiting-tg-Wfftlowls-instE.4!12211,/hecomes
an integral part of established classroom practice.

The weaknesses of grouping: for .reading instruction are due to related
practices' which are not necessary to the grouping process. When teach-
ers are alert to these weaknesses, they'can be avoided without counter-
acting the many positive results gained through grouping. One orthe
most damaging practices. associated with, grouping isr.related to teacher-
attitudes, which value advanced readers and devalue the 'less advanced.
This is communicated in direct ways by the naming of groups, the grant-
ing of special privileges, and by using higher or lower interest mater-
ial with specific grobps. It is also subtly transmitted through tone of
voice, attention, preparation, or room position, etc.' Obyiously when a
teacher overvalues advanced readers, the message is communicated to the
children,

A
a
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One approach which worked successfully to dispel these attitudes was
developed by Tom Bouler, reading consultant' in Prince Rupert in 1969-71
for use during early eptember claps discussions. Teachers, organizing
students into instructional level groups, explained it this way:

"Tome:tow, we will be starting our reading program.
This year you will be in a reader which is comfort-
able for you and fitS your own reading level. You
will be with others who also fit the same book
rather like the S.R.A. Kits most of you have used.
There will be several groups,-each reading different
books or materials: The important thing is that
your book really fits,- gp that you can'improve,and
grow in reading ability. Its rather like good run-
ning shoes. If they'fit exactly, you don't trip,
stumble or fall, you run your best. You would never
want shoes which were too long or too short because
you wouldn't be able to run well.

Well, its the Same way. with books! It's important
in this crass that we are in different books at
different times. It-is not important which book you
are in, only that your reading and class work is
done extremely'Well at your level, so that you grow
and improve throughout the Aar."

I

Constant Monitoring Of Individual Student Performance
Is Necessary To Provide Further Teaching Information

In order to fallow the evaluation procedure recommended in the 1978
B.C.,Landuage Arts Guide, a teacher needs constant- eedback to determines,
whether- what she -has taught has actually keen learned. When using
prescribed materials, Adeveloped primarily for middle ,class, urban
students, speaking Standard English) with students who -have linguisti-
cally and culturally different.backgrounds, the need for specif4c feed-
back is extremely Important. If the reading programsinvolves.supplemen-
tary textbooks and materials that don't include management and skill
evaluation systems, they the need for 4 teacher-based. system Is

increased.

In basic terms, everything a student says, reads? writes, or does

preyidOs information to the teacher about:
6

What he does well, and
What he ismnable to do

A finely tuned ear, and a finely turned eye are probably the most useful
toots that a teacher c.in develop. Excellent class programs can be
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developed solely from anecdotal index'cards noting the problems that
particular students encounter during class work. .There are always clus-
ters of students with similar needs So that most instruction can be
'provided in a group setting.

6*

MERLE .LEWIS
\\

Nov. 20 Runs over punctuation
Nov. 20 Stops a end of line
Nov: \23 Eye swine still slow
Nov. \ - Unable to .understand sequence-

.

\ in story, past first event

Grouped with Mary, Jim, Abel
(dral groopi.ordering
sentience strips)

If index cards with each child's are-easily available to the teach-
er, -notations -6.iri-Feniaiiat the moment of discovery. Later in th,day
a- review of these card provides individual and group lesson planning

-direction.' skill groups so formed, continue together until mastery
Is achieved/ These clasSroom programs built,from the actual needs of
the .students are often more effective than general, textbook skill

programs.

Another important procedure, for the teacher who is carefully monitoring
student ski is and performance is to checklist new inforMation and new
skills wheqjthey are introduced to a group. This practice emphasizes
the difference between what is taught and what is actually learned. As
new information is introduced a precheck provides information about
which 'student know specific facts'or skills and which students need
instruction. instruction ,is -then tailored to those Who'need it. When
'instruction has been given, a post -test or re-check is given to see
exactly which students have mastered the information. Re-teaching by
means of an alternative approathis then provided 'to the students whq do

not demonstrate,mastery.
s
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Examples:

Dec. 1:

Instruc-
tional

Organiz.

Group 2

Group 1

Group 1

Group 2

Excused

Group 2

Group 1

Group 2

Group 2

Group 2

%me

Stu-
dents

,5

5

6

7

8

9

10

Pre-Test
1.

CHEQ LIST ON LOCATING.
e

WORDS &.WORD MEANING

IN THE DICTIONARY

tilphabtizing.
Letters

1 2 3 4

.

J.

t./

More

!king Key Words

ALjlAtjEy__

V/

sometimes

J

2nd Key

Meaning in
Context

V

d,

'1
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l'

40.

Dec. 10:

Instruc-
tional
Organiz.

Studtnti
StUdent
Tutoring

Reteach

Retelph

Excused

'Excused.

Excused

Individ.

Reteach

Excused

Indiyid.

Rp-Check'

CHECKLIST .ON LOCATING

WORDS & WORD ME1ING

IN THE DICTIONARY

-

Alphabetizing Using Key Words
Stu Letters
dents 1 2 3 4 More 1st Key 2nd Key

3

4

5

6

7.

8

9

30

some Imes

.1

Meaning in
Context

sometimes.

(
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.100 WRITING

a

Organizing a program of writing for native students involves selecting
highly successful teaching approaches whileavolding, techniques which
are less productive. The classroom teacher is responsible for provid-
ing: A 4.

1. Strong motiva.tiortp write,
,..

2. Frequent opportunity to practice the skill of
writing,

3. A wide variety lkwilting experiences, and

4. Diagnestic4nilysis of the written language skills
needed by an.individual.or group, followed by
teaching that fOcuses on particular Ocill'needs
until mastery occurs.

Strong Motivation,

Since w ting requires a high. degree of skill in oral langijage, as well
as the m chanical skillsto convert thought into print, it provides a
complex' d difficult "challenge to each student.,

In-order to motivate children to write, thete must be a clear reasOnto
write. The child must" draw from a 'wealth of interesting first Fiand
experiences with clear purposes for recording and sharing those experi-
ences with others. The language experience approach may provide an
Initial exposure to writing as students, through the teacher, convert
their thoughts and speech into print. The extension of this language
experience approach from captions and chart stories to-advanced- levels
of composition Is vital to, writing' success for the native student.

16.1.1 Pre-Writing

ti

14*

Fiom the earliest atteppts to convert ideas into written form, 'many
native Indian students need a stimulus, to mots ate their writing. They
finkihe process of writing slow and complex In order to break,through
the reluctance to write, the teacher must'pr vide experiences to
late ideas, and encourage th desire to share nd create.

57
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The stimulus can be provided through planned in-school experiences or by
capitalizing on reel life experiences as they occur. Occurrences which
contain a high level of feeling (burning issues) are particularly suc-

, cessful in unlocking the flow of wrj.tten language. The use of litera-

$,'
ture as a stimulus is also extremely valuable. It provides. ideas,
language modelling, and form which can be used to focus student interest

.6-, ,

t . and provide specific input. Linking the task of writing to real lip . ,

. v.::.: (adult) use of writing provides an additional stimulus.
-,...:.. e

i

:1DurIng the earliest stages of writing, the teacher's contribution is
vital in the preparation to write. The interest and information that

-' the teacher focuses provides the thrust to. students' interest. This,
holds trie whether the writing is informative, descriptive, or creative.

List of Motivational Techniques

Literature based
Use o content and specific ideas to piggy-back"' writing
Finish a 31 read short story . .

it Imitate the forms or styles of selections
Provide narration for wordless picture books

Pictorial based (photographs and pictures)
Describe the scenes, events
Predict outcomes
Comparinp and contrast
Sequence etc. from multiple pictures

)

Comic based
Cover the balloons and wr ite own dialogue ,

Write one liner'for each frame of wordless pomics
(Doug Wrights Family, Nancy)

Real life based .

InterNtiews

Buddy books
Describe an exciting event
Sports reporting
Ciass newspaper.
Diaries
Give opinions on burning issues 0

Tape recorder based
Notetaking from audio sequences, followed by collaboration
in a writers' workshop
Self dictation

Media based
Themes - Scripts, etc.
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10.1.2 Post-Writing

,,The outcome of most.writing experiences should involve dipplay, reading,
or publication of the student's efforts,. This process of sharing has
unliMited value in promoting 'student writing. It is extremely important
that the outcome of the writing experience have a potentially authentic
audience, besides. the p A partial list of techniques to

encourage sharing follows:
.

o ROard Authors

One segment of the class'(1/3 to. /2) s'assigned to chalk-.
and spaces 3 - 4 feet in width. ether students write

a usual at their-desks. Each board aut reads his com
pl ed story to the class at some tme du ng the day. The
groups are rotated each day so that all s dents become

. board authors over a 2 - 3 day period.

.4, Bulletin Board Bests 0

Each childkeeps a folder at his week's writing effoi'ts.' One-
Friday each student selects his favourite for posting the
'following week: (Class or hall posting.)

. .

Class Author's Anthology

StudentS choose their favourite'stbrt from their w iting
folders to be self-illustrated and tound in a book for their
ciass reading centre.

Home Antholo4y

Each student's favourite -ptory is copied-onto a dittd stencil,
illustrated, andrunsoff to be stapled as a class, set to'be
taken home and shared With parents:

p Interviews and Buddy Books
V

Childrpn,in one class or between two lasses are matched to
interview one another. They write.a ook.about their buddy,

illustrate it, and shareit with that person.

Diary responses

The teacher responds to each diary .entp with a one line writ
ten comment or .question.- The following day the child'writes
her answer beforemaking her regular diary entty.,

4
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Letters to praise or protest

Children are encouraged to write letters of opinion related to
current events in theirlcommunity,or to respond to literature,
advertising or media experiences (burning issues).

Scripts to perform

Puppetry, minidramas, radio and television /scripts are prepar-
ed, polished, and performed for other classes.

Groggl_gvritin

Students stibstitute theirlOwn words (lyrics) for a well, known
song. The teacher.prOvidee- one or two starting lines.i After
wars the children prepare and perform it for other classes.

10.2 'Frequent Oppurtunity (Building Confidence)
*

One of the keys to developing swdent writing skills is the daily:prac-
tice of writing. At first this may be dope by.stuaents dictating their
ideas to the teacher who acts as scribe for the individual or group.
This language. experience approach soon Requires a selective teacher'
withdrawal, as the child is encouraged to 'record, his own. captions;

labels, and stories.

This transfer period from teacher to child provides the prime opportun-
ity to build child confidpnce. The mechanical process of, changing
thought into print often feels extremely sloW anu laborious to the
child. Skills such as printing, spelling, and handwriting need to be
practiced in context until they scan be used effortlessly. Only then
does the child feel comfortable in setting down ideas.

There are several practices which assist the child in developing this
confidence:

tit
Sentence buliding,from word cards
aragraph copying

' Teacher or student to student dictation of
(I) single sentences or

paraAapps
Self dictation with a tape recorder
Class word helpers
Spelling blanks in stories

li\personal and class spelling_ dictionaries

. Timed paragraph- reproduction
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Sentence buFldinq from word cards
. w

Each child has her own envelope or bpx.of word cards. : After
demonstrating how to build a sentence on the overhead projector, each
child'is asked to eproduce the sentence at her own deSk. The cards
should be on 1" x 1/2" tag board and limited to about 50 totarat one
session. Group vocabulary.cen be dittoed ontp tagboard and cut with
the papercutter. When,the children know how to build sentepces.with
meaning, they are given a fixed time and asked to .see how many full
sentences they can guild before the stop sign41 is *giVen. (Caution:

When sentence building with later vocabulary, be sure to include the
most frequently used words from any-ontrolled list, i.e. American
Heritage's first-5b. These~ are service words which hold a sentence
toge.her.)

4

[ (cards)
(the) (of) (to) (and) (a) (in) (is) (10 (you)

(that) (he) (was) (for) (on)(are) (with) (as)

his) (they) (be) (at) (one).(have)

(this) (work) (or) (some) (other) (word)

(time) (some) (other) (people) (number)

'EkaMple

3 Min4pes

He has a number.
Some people have this word.
It is time to be at work.
They are ...

Score 16

Points are given for each word in a sentence making sense. Each child
records his own score, each day and tries to improve it.

Paragraph copy 29.

In order to loosen up the child writer and get him to note form,
punctuation. capitalization, etc., he is asked to reproduce a brief
paragraph from his reader or from a chart story. These paragraphs
are teacher selected intially and child selected once the process is
well understood.

Positive marking is used by counting points for each correct word and
adding points for each correct capital, indentation, and punctua-
tion. (A time limit is useful to encourage speed in copying.)
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Dictation

One of the best ways to break through the reluctance to put ideas
into print is through teacher or student-to-student dictation. At
the beginning stages the teacher selects and reads short simple
sentences from the students' own readers.

Students are.asked tot

- Listen to the sentence
Echo the sentence.aloud

- Print or write the sentence

Scoring is done by the teacher. using positive marking. Points are
given for each correct word, capitals, and punctuation. The child
records his own score and attempts to improve it daily. The sen-
tences should never be above the child's instructional reading level
and may be below lb, especially when introducing dictation to the
students,. 'F more able students, whole paragraphs can be dic44ted,
once compet in single sentences is secure.

Another. dictation -method offering far more creative possibilities is
self transcription on the tape recorder. In this approach, the 1u-
dent records his words and thoughts rather than writing them MM.
Later he transcribes his recording ve. i;im, using the replay and
pause buttons. This unlocks the flow of ideas which is often hamper-
ed by the mechanics of spelling, punctuation and grammar.'

All of the above methods are limited in their effectiveness to
removing the reluctance to write, caused by, unfamiliarity and fear.
They would be discarded once the students writing reflected a
comfortable competency.

Class word helpers

By designating one or several student* as claps Word helpers for the
week, the student who needs to spell a pareicular word can'have
immediate access to help without depending on 4e teacher. The word
helper(s),can be class or teacher appointed.

Persoral and Class Spelling.Dictionaries

By accumulating the words which are either requested or misspelled in
student work and alphabetizing them, needed words can be organized
into a "dictionary fot'Adt".

This can be doneeither by an'individual or by a group. If each
student has a personal dictionary, a scribbler. can be tabbed with
alphabet letters and new words added each time they are needed.
Since this process-leads to a list which is not alphabetized under
each letter, a card file or loose leaf arrangement is often used
instead.
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Spelling blanks

One of the greatest blocks, to thought flow in composition is

overconcern with spelling. This happens when a child 'is interrupted
in the midst of an idea, because of a word he is unable to spell
automatically. When she pauses too long, he or she actually loses
the train of thought and is unable to continue the idea or story.

A teacher can direct students to use the tollowirig procedure when
there is spelling they are unsure'of:

- Put down the letter they think the word starts with,
- draw a line, au&

. - continue writing the composition u.,cil finished.

- Then go We( and complete the word blanks using any of the
spelling aids available;

. class word helpers

. personal dictionary

. class dictionary
regular dictionary

Example:

When I reached the top.of the cliff, [ looked down .end
s with fear. Below me was a 100 foot drop and
the cliff I was on was undercut. .s 4

Time paragraElh reprochction'

All of the previous methods have been directed at breaking through
blocks in the mechanical process. of writing. This final method is
directed at increasing the speed of transcribing.

A short pafagraph is selected by the teacher and reproduced in print
or handwriting at chalkboard or on the overhead. Students are
'asked to prepare tneir bodies, pens or pencils and paper to reproduce
the paragraph as often as possible during the time limit. A signal

/ to begin is given, followed by a signal to stop after a reasonable
p.riod of time. Total words are counted and recorded each time.'
(The, total paragraph word count is given to. assist students 'in

couniing.)'

The time period may be altered in length or held constant for record.
keeping. An overemphasis on speed sometimes leads to deterioration
in handwriting quality. Therefore, this''technique is'frequently
alternated with lessons, which stress quality in handwriting or
printing.
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10.3'A Wide Variety of Writing Experiences

. Once the child has experienced increased 'ease in writing, he needs daily,
practice to develop his general writing skills. This pfactIce tends to
refine ,and develop new writing skills, concentrating on the art of
communication. The student's dally writing experience should include:*

Diary, calendar, of journal writing
(a) Descriptions and reports or
(b) Imaginative and creative writing.

the writing experiences which are 'planned and stimulated by. the teacher
should include both prose and poetry.- The selection of a particular
form should,be followed by several days of concentrated attention until
the level of skill increases.

Following is a suggested list that provides a wide variety of writing
experiences to encourage the development of specific"writing skills: °

Prose

* Hots taking
* Diaries, calendars, Journals
* Stories ,

* Reports
* Lettert
* Advertisements

?if Scripts
* Speeches

Poetry

* Tree verse
* Rhymes
* Songwriting

. * Haiku-Cinquakn, pto.

In selecting experiences from this list and stimulating the reason to
write (the message), teachers give students 'daily opportunities to

Increase their writing skills. Pride in improvement is a further
motivator to the developing student author.

' 10.4 °Diagnostic Anatysis and Focusedleaching

Experience as a speaker and as a reader has a direct effect on vritten
language. The ability to compose tends to lag behind reading levels at
least one half-to one full year. In other words; a year six student
reading at an early four level is apt to write stories using vocabulary
and sentences of the Year three level.
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Teachers who are unaware of this effect may become disco raged by the
writing efforts of their students/ and consequently make only sporadic
'attempts to emphasize the wrItIng.strands of the langdage arts program.
Yet it is the consistent daily focus that is so vital tq the native
student. This direct instruction in mrlting and writing practice stimu-
lates growth in thi developing student writer. 1

Past efforts at formal grammar instruction had little or Ino transfer
eff'ect on the writing abilities of students. Much of thlis textbook

inspired instruction was organized for one exposure mastery. The empha-
sls on particular skills was"not related to the student's own language
needs and often provided a different emphasis each day. Many lessons
werenot planned to provide re- teaching until student, mastery occurred.

One of the most effectfve ways to develop stddent need-based writing
program is by compiling a master ,fist of class difficulties. This. is

dpne,as follows:

(a) Prepare and stimulate studeas to write.

(b) Circulate as they write, notig IndiVidual difficulties and
strengths.

(c) Collect the writing products.

(d) Read each sample and make a master list adding any problem
encountered in a student's writing. (See example, p. 66.)

(e) Add a tick."( ) if a problem re-occurs in another student's

(f) Note the problem most frequently ticked and select.it for
specific,pre-writing instruction the following day. (10

minutev.maximum)
. .

. Use 2 or 3 examples on board or overhead.
. Explain rule or language structure (oral or writtenl.
. Correct one.

. Group corrects others.

(g) Have students seiCedit this one specific problem, during the
following writing.

.(h) Have partners exchange and edit.

(1) Check the, new writings
. if problenfis greatly improved, dec
- repeat another day of focus, or
- select the next frequent problem

. if problem shows little improvement
on the specific problem daily until

ide whether to

from the master list
, continue the focus
Improvement occurs.

(3) Collect new samples and make a new master list once the most
frequent problems have improved.
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The following master list of writing problems was.prepared for a student
who was having difficulty with the mechanics of writing. Such lists, do
not and sheul4 not be restricted to the examples given below. Other
writing factors t6 watch for include: sticks to the topic, connects
ideas in.paragraphs, connects ideas between paragraphs. What is inclu-
ded in the master list, then,'reflects the weaknesses in the student's
written_language..

,

Master List of Class Writing Problems

Ipcorrect gender.

(he or she: him or her) ,/ j ././l./I ,i 7,
.

Capitalization V I ,/';/ N./

Punctuation ',/ 1 1 / I V
Verb tense V //1
Run on sentences j, ) ./ /1/i t//

. l.

Repetitive sentence //

starts /V I V /
Dialectical grammar: ,

He don't . /
I got'S
me myself
we ain't

Indentation,-/paragraph
form

Overuse of connectives
and

/ but

Word Order

few Adjectives %// //t/11%//
/ Spelling words - giant, canoe, terrible, legend

The pre, - writing Anstruction shguld be brief and,fOcused on one particu-.

lar pneblem. When the language diffecence is due to the local community
dialeCtr the direct teaching will be through an ,oral approach. Ideas
for,' choral speech and other oral language activities of the class are
often.generated from the class, writing. Language needs and differences
are sometimes clearer to the observer in written.forANthan in a fleeting

joral,exposure.

///
Another technique based on .the studeptsh, own writing is to compile a
list of interesting words, posted daily, and accumulated and alphabets-

..

v
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'zed (by the student) for the writing corner. This list is made at 'the
board or on the overhead,by the teacher, as she circulates during the
writing ,period. Entries are made from words used by the students in
their, compositions. They are listed in context so that meaning is

imbedded in the word phrase. The list provides a great impetus to
students to use ericher vocabulary when writing. At the end of the
writing session, the list can be used for student-to-student oral
language expansion.

Words from Writing (May 30)

pretended he couldn't.iee
.launch the boat
grind the corn
shot the decoy
aspiny branch

-won the trophy :

a valuable ring
receive a letter
a homey living room

Personal or group spelling tests can also be compiled from studerit word
requests, as well as from composition word errors. These personalized
lists may be,suppleinented by words'from other spelling lists) such as
the Ves ThomAs list. This is especially appropriate AS a pre-writing
exercise. Students can be encouraged to add these new wordsto their
personal lists. and. to use them in pre-writing and writing exercises.
Spelling is then integrated into language use and the purpose of accu-
rate spelling becomes -more apparent.

Orie of the most difficult areas of language use is the understanding of
idioms. Common expresSions'such'as:

- down in the dumps
- a stitch in my side
- a sensitive chord
aloose tongue

- comb the waterfront
-,'an itch-'to get away

- thick as mud .

convey meaning's which are not obvious. Usually the meaning hat develop-
ed historically through repetition and agreed upon usage. An excellent
resource book for understanding idioms and theii specific meaning is A
Dictionary of Idioms for the Deaf. .*

If teachers are alert to the interference these expressionp might, hAve
in conveying meaning, they can note the idioms as they occur in reading
selections and develop.the:smeaning pra1ly with their class: A class
collection of expressipns with drawings by the students depicting the
right And the wrong meaning is very useful. ColleCtion and frequent use
of these idioms increases the likelihood of'their transfer into written
composition.
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11.0 EXPANDING SUPPORT SERVICES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

11.1. Obrlry
v

An important,. part of the language arts program is a school library,
featpring a librarian and a wide based collection of quality books,
media, and materials from earliest to advanced reading levels. A fully

. trained children's librarian is extremely, valuable to assist the
children in appreciation, self selection and use of the col4eocion.
Since qualified libtarlans are often not available in, most stall
communities, the. personality and skills of ,`the teacher /librarian who
takes on this responsibility is crucial: In schoOls serving native
communities, the,librarian should be vitally interested in the local
culture and particularly sensitive to the reading' needs of native
children. ?articular emphasis should be placed on the joy and pleasure
of books since many children will have had limited experience With
reading at,home. .

11..1.1 Collection

. . .

In recogni2ing the reading needs of native students, the librarian will
be responsiIle for enriching and.expanding t e. library collection it-
self. The cTection will need to fdture larg .amotints'iof:

.

Fiction and not- fiction material (books, filmstrips, tapes, news-

papers.and magazines reflecting native life and culture featuring
--readability levels froth Grade 3 to 5),'see Appendix C. .

Easy readability (Grades
magazines, filmstrips,
interest topics ,

2,. 3, 4) fiction and non-fiction books,
newspapers, pamphlets, etc., on all

',Taped books for individual and group readalong use. (Libriry'
book or filmstrip wit4.verbatim tape, see pages 47 -8)

High interest -low vocabUlary series

. .

' Paperback books and novels with .easy readability
\

Gradis 31 4, 5)
.

Wordless picture books (see Appendix 0)

71.1.2 'Seivices

9
The librarian should offer a )11.0nber of services reg ularly to the

,students and teachers .in order enrich the 'language and reading
experiences of the students. All of these services will be geand to .

expand the students enjoyment of reading through pleasure with book
experiences.

ON.
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Storytelling - Grade 1-4

- expanding the studeca's literature and language experience.

-.introducing legends, stoqes, -and history depicting native
life.

Pre-school visitations
hr .

- storytelling for parents and jIreschoolers

- aid in book, selection and weekli. borrowing

Assistance in book selection

rei forcing the 5 finger rule for book selection (see page 46)

- este ishing a quickie section where fiction and non-fiction
° books At the Grade 3-4 readahility level can be easily.

located.. This section is aimed at t40 older reader who has
difficulty finding. a .book suitable to his interest at a com-
forteble reading level

- assisting individuals 4n exploring the fiction and non-fiction
sedtions of the library election

Setting -up a reserve shelf of read-aloud books for teachers
.

ti

- providing high student appeal and impact, as well as language
stretch and rapid selection for use by teachers b their Oily
read-aloud periods

- ordering auplicate,copies of read-aloud titles for 'student
shelves to provide for re-reading generated by the teacher's
reading. 0

Organizing small group study of literature and special topics

*

- literatur.e appiToiation '

., (

.

- development of core-thphes study

\
.

- assistance in knowing and using the non -f ction collection

- organizing for report and research,study

. card catalogue

. encyclopedia use

. fiimstrip and film use

. atlases

. gazetteers
:90ictures and study cards

,'
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ArrC:ducing students and 'Staff to
dia

taped books
filmstrips
loop films
records

\. films

.

11.2 Learning Assistance

the non-print materials and

pictuee cards
video Cassettes
simulition games
wordless picture books

. *

In schools serving native children the Learning Assistance is as much a
teacher support service as a child and parent support service.' The role
of the learning assistance teacher should include responsibilities in
assessment, direct instruction and consultation. The consultation role
is extremely important.

Due to the language differences (dialect, second language learning and
cultural use) which affect the- development op literacy in native stu-
dents, the learning assistance teacher, ,in addition to direct instruc-
tion with individual-and small groups, needs to work cooperative4+ with -

classroom teachers.to ensure appropriate instruction for the majority' of
students.

11.2.1 Assessment

Group Reading Tests

The learning assistance ,teacher may assist the' school qtaff in the
selection of seandardiAd grouv:reading tests by offering' advice on the
strengths, weaknesses and uses of the various tests'that are available:

.s
e.a. 1. Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests (Canadian edition)

2. Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test
3. Metropolitan Reading Test (Instructional Battery).

' -

Learning assistance teachers may also assist the staff in selecting the,
level of test suitable for each student. 'Tests should be given which'
match the present reading level of the student not the'grade level of
his class. Tests given at the appropriate _level will provide more

.accurate information about'the child's reading ability.

Teacher's manuals for, many of the tests provide information on out -of-
.level testing. Grade equivalent scores from a previous test can provide_
a basis for determining a suitable test level. If several monVis have
elapsed since previous testing, the grade equivalents will nee)! to be
adjusted to reflect probable growth. .

p.4
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Group reading tests are appropriate instrumehts.to supply the following
information:

n*/

e/

1. Initial screening information to assist in identifying stUdenti
.

who requite learning assistance servfces.

2. The range of reading ,levels within the class .

. .

-'to assist in Identifying groups of children wAo may be
Instructed' in materials of similactreadirig level

-.to assist in the selection.of reading materials which are gi
the students' instructional level

1

Initial, screening of a student.,s general, areas of weakness tow'
Indicate what areas need snore detailed diagnostic testing.

4. ,,An evaluation 'of student progress during the year., To compare
pre and post test scores, the teacher should select an;achieve-
swat test that was normed at two times in the year. Standard

' scores or ercentiles should be used for comparisons since
grade equivalents are skewed. '

.

For more information on the use of standarOied tests, refer to: &

8 M
Selection and Use of Standardized Tests: -,4A Resource Book for
School and DiStritt Personnel, Ministry of Education.

IndiSidual Assessment

.

In .early September and throughout the year referrals for the diagnosis
of specific learning needs reach the learning' assistance teacher from
four possible sources:

classronom.teacher referral
parent referral
self referral Ply the child
analysis of individual scores in group testing.

C).assroom teacheri and school-based .teams can assist the learning

assistance teacher by prioriiing concerns and indicating each child's
particular area of difficulty. An individual diagnosis is given in
order to determine each chiid's speCific'strengths, weakneises, and
learning, needs and to establish which children rqqdre direct instruc-
tion from the learning assistance teacher.

0

There are several Categories of information in language arts that must
be checked to determine the child's specific strengths and weaknesses.
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Skill Categories

L.

Instructional Fluency Level

Vocabulary Level

* .

. ti

Phonic Knowledge

alphabet sounds
°consonants
vowels - long

- short
consonant blends
digiaphs or diphthongs`
endings
syllabication
prefixes and. suffixes

t

Passage Comprehension

4,

OlognoslIng

in

901ng-

Diagnosti5Tools

'Re ding Strategkes and Problems

v

-.oral inventory (independent to
frustration level)

-- group standardized test,

- timed word list test (Slosson -

San Diego- DuriellY

,

- list of high frequencymprds -
continue reading Until 20
unknowbs. Allow a one second
response not counted
as passing) (Amer,can Heiltage,

,

see b. 36):
.

- instant respons `to flash
exposuft

rst use in taped reading sample
el

,

73,,

- use in samOle d ctation
e.

. .

- Group Reading Tests, Informal
'

Reading Inventory, Individual. .

Dipgnostic Tests (Durrell,
Gilmore, Gray, Spache,

Woodcock.)

- reading Miscue Tests
t=

- taped sample readings

- doze test
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§4A1111MIMLIE

Clarityof

(a) Sentence constructiop
(b) Paragraph construction

*Spelling
*Punctuation and form

-*Handwriting
*Organization of ideas

,Receptitt

Expressive

Early Identification

Diagnosing
in

Wtiting

Diagnostic Tools

usints4mple dictation, or
- personal paragraph sample
following high level stimulus
'(rtary completion)

- copying.

(a) from board
(b) from.reader

(note time elapsed)

Diagnosing

h L.I.
Oral Language

s

listen and mimic

listen and retell .

- sample taping of child dialogue
or monologue

- taping of child interpreting
picture sequenw.

Early identificatioa and intervention is essential for children who may
experience learning difficulties. Learning assistance teachers can
assist classroom teachers in determthing the readiness-of ,specific
children. By trainihg t.,nchers how to recognize. readiness signals, the
'earning assistance' teacher can bolster parent and teacher support to
individual Children as they approach their own personal time of readi-
ness. The benefits of delayed, instruction and pre-readiness skill

development are then guaranteed to the child, thereby avoiding the early
filure syndrome.

At the kindergarten level, the classilom teacher will be wost effective
in initial screening. The learning assistance teacher cah assist by y,



determining specific developmental lags and particular skill needs
through the administration of test such as:

The Developmental'Activities Screening Inventory (Physical, Motor,
some Language)

The Boehm Reseurpe Guide Kit and Boehm Test of Basic Concepts
(Language)

S.T.E.P. - A Basic Concept Development Program (LaitguPge)

Santa Clara Inventor) of'Developmentat; Tasks - (Ages 4 7)

(Motor, Visual, Language)

The tests listed above iead, directly to program planning to meet the
child's specific learning needs. They provide primary teachers with
specific ideas for developing programs that are appropriate to the
child's specific needs and skill levels rather than prematurely
beginning standard reading programs.

11.2.2' Direct. Instruction

Early Interven on

Children, ages 5,- 7, may need specific skill programs as mentioned in
the early identification section or they may only need general languagb
or motor skill development opportunities. Small group sessions in the
.classroom or with the learning assistance teacher can concentrate on
language expansion, listening skills, or gross and fine motor
development. Some teaching suggestions follow.

Language

- Nursery rhymes

- Finger plays

- Fokes Sentence Builder - 3oAnn Fokes, Teaching Resources, Ginn &
Co., 1976

- Poems - Choral Speech

-. Chant games

- Action songs and stories

- Flannelboard stories

- Puppetry

Pre - Reading Skills Kit Holt-Rinehait & Cmston

FIL..,strips-with tape
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Listening Skills

Listen and retell the story.

aingles, poems, word problems,' tongue twisters, riddles and
rhymes

- Listen My Children and You than Hear by Betty La Kratoville,
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, DanvilleIiiinois, 1968,
revised 1973.

- Perceptual Communication Skills. (Developing Auditory Awareness

, and Insight) by Ruth Selma Herr, Ph.D., Associated Visual
Services, 1590 W.'4th Avenue, Vancouver., B.C.. '.

- Pre - Reading *ills Kit - Holt, Rinehart & Winston

- Story Tapes

GIOSS and Fine Motor Skills

- Movement education

Rhythm and dance

- Gross motor programs

- Flyrnq Start Kit (and 'Extension) by Stitt, Gage Publishing Co.,
164 Commander Blvd., Agincourt, Ont. HIS 3C7.

- Active Learning, Bryant Cratty, Prentice Hail, Inc., Rt. 590

_ Brookhill Drive, West Nyach, N.Y. 10994 ..

- Pre-Reading Skills Kit - Holt, Rinehart & Winston '

o
t ,

4
- Move, Grow, Learn Kit - McGraw Hill

Individual Ed4cational Programs

In spite of the current emphasis to adjust classroom ,instruction to
match each child's 'personal performance level, ;there are still

Alylividual children who require additional support and assistance frqm
the learning assistance teacher. t

' .

Following assessment by the learning assistance teacher, the de6ision is
made whether direct instruction in the 1..A.C.'111 be necessary. If

direct instruction is not provided, the learning assistance teacher win.,
discuss the assessment results and possible in-class p ograms and mater-
ials with-tKe classroom teacher.
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A child who is to receive direct instruction will have aft'Individualized
program written by the le4ing assistance teacher in conjunction with
the classroom teacher. The, program is based on the needs revealed in
the 'assessment and C01151+ of long range goals and short term
instructional objectives; the services to be'provided; an evaluation
-procedure; the -anticipated duration of .services; and a date for

reviewing the program.

Before the child begins his earning assistance program, a contact is
initiated with the parents.an child to share the information provided
by the 'assessment and to enli t their cooperation and support for the
program. The conference can 4e held at home, in the school, or in

reserve offices, wherever comfort and communicat n is greatest. The
tone.of the meeting should encourage parents to omment, ask questions,
and assist in the program at home. It is extr Mely important that this
contact be viewed as additional positive interest in the ,child and that
the involement of the learning*asiistance teachei be seen as supportive
to the family. The burden for this positive communication nests on the
L.A.C. teacher, as school experiences haVe not historically been
pleasant,or suceessfa for many native parents.

The-time-referenced objectives are shared with the parents and a further
meeting to analyze the child's progress is established. If short

te reports ere used in the interim, these are examined and explained to the
child and parents during the conference.

. .

Prdgram Components

One of the=major reasons that some children find it difficult to improve
their own language arts' learning is the frustration effect of faang a
"sea of Unkqowns!" -It is very difficult for a child (or learner of any
age),to identify all the parts and pieces of information he is missing
and then .organize those parts into a manageable learning package.

The responsibility falls to the learning assistance teacher to identify
, these missing piedes and select small enough units initially, so the
child can (1) focus' his 4earning, (2) master the package swiftly, and
(3) concretely measure his learning success.

Initially, it may tie useful to work with a package of only five reading
elements, but most children can manage a package of ten unknowns in at
lealt.two areas once the program has begun.

e.g. - whole word-recognition, and

- phOnic or sound elements.
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A young child's learning package might look like this:

January 15 Word List (ordered unknowns from pp.2, 3 and 4 of
American Heritage List)

which Jan. 15 - used in sentences
number read through with LAC

people Jan. 16 - solo reading-
where accurately read

through St&pwatch Timed - 20 seconds'

sentence Jan. 17 - 17.0,\91) the list

move Ian. 18 - 5.0, dOwn the list

does Jan. 19 - 12.0 both up and down

large Jan. 22 - moved to new words

high

Sound Pack Cards

front back

-

29g

front

th

.

I

back .1

thumb 1

er

ou

ar

or

mother

mouse 274.771_D
_....

car

corn

The teacher gives the first introduction to the persOalized word lists
and sound packs so that meaningful context and 'accuracy are ensured.
Further practice can be done alone, with a partner, a volunteer, or in
aide, but final checks P-e by,the teacher. All mastered words and
sounds are attached Jo i rsonal running lists on the bulletin board.
When a total of fifty words or sounds are mastered, a check is run .and
all mastered elements go home, with a supportive ,omment. New lists are
then added onto an attractive card which notes the fifty level already
aphieved.

In 'aidditio to learning packages the program consists of 'large

quantitlei f eractige reading and' reading application, at the child's
instructiOnarand independent level. In tutorial sessions the more time
spent in real reading a,ctivity, rather than, woriwook and seatwork
activity, the greater the growth. These reading activities should be as
enjoyable as possible for the child.
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Consequently a number of one to one, and solo activities are recom-
mended:,

Neurological Impress

- followed by Independent readback by the child at he end of-each
page

- Beginning at independent level, reading paced by.adult
- Proceeding to instructional level, reading paced by adult
- Moving to just ahehd of'instructionai level by the of one
month

,Rehearsal reading the child is rewarded by tokens for accuracy and
self-correction.

Taped books

- listen tothe taped sto ry and read-along

- rehearsal, read alone
- read to someone else

1

Tape-a-page (or two)

- rehearse a page (or two
- tape the page(s) '

- listen and check / , t

- record the number of occurrences of the specific problem in the .

focus (teicher eleCted, I.44 repetitions, omissions, additions,
line pauses, etc.)

Paired filmstrip reading

- rehearse
- alternate frames with teachers partner, volunteer, side

Cloze paragraph's with an adult (typically every,7th word is deleted.)

child reads and supplies the missing words
- adult records words
- adult reads using child's words
- child checks whether his or her words

4- make sense-- 4

- fit the grammar
- fist the meaning

- adjust words 'to fit (first throogh listening, and when skilled,
then in 'reading at instructional. level.)

In addition to these basic activities, a number of game's, self instruc-
tion mach -fines, and drills are widely used to reinforce learning. These
activities are most'useful when used in a one to one partnership with an

79
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adult or strohger student. Post testing is done by the learning
tance teacher to determine exactly what has been learned, as soon
activity is completed.

Examples of.self instruction programs are:

Language Master - Bell & Howell

o System 80 - Borg-Warner
The Pal - Insight Media Centre:
'Tutorette - Insight Media Centre'

The most important coMpoAent of the learning
experienced judgment of the teacher:

assis-

as the

assistance program is the

- The pfacticed ear and eyes of the leading assistance
remain the very best diagnostic tools available.

teacher

- Regardless of any planned lesson, a child's moment of difficulty,
may be the magic *molt to begin Instruction on,a missing skill.

- daily anecdotal records on particulai skill needs are: noted and
used to plan follow-up lessons for a particular child the
fclowihg day.

11.2.3 ConWitation
r

. \ $
.

Consultation Ttween the learning assistance teacher and classroom
teacher helps o lighten the planning load of the classroom, teacher,
especially when' initiating group and individual instruction. The
learning assistan

\i
e teacher may provide consultation to the classroom

teacher in the fol Tying ..etreas: '

.

\ -

o Group testing results - assistance in using test results to 'groUp
for. .instructions nd select appropriate reading texts. Group testb
results provide e timates so changes will be expected to occur as
the classroom teac er works with, the children and observes their
Individual needs an interests.

et

I

Assessment - informat n on Alassroom behaVlour and achievement
is given by teacher to earning assistance teacher. The results
and Interpretation of ilnYindhiidual testing tL4t, is done by the
.1e6min9 assistance teachel\is shared with the-classroom teacher.

7.
'Program Planning - direct inuction programs are planned by the

learning assistance and classy m teachers together.

Reviewing progress of class reading groups - assistance may be
piovided by administering inforTaf\reading inventories to check
reading levels for selecting appropriate materials and for

regrouping.

Z
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o Individualized programs - assistance may be proVided by

:developing appropriate. Individualized in-class programs and

-materials.

Otilow-up L consultation needs to be provided to facilitate
transfer and maintenance of skills taught in direct instruction,
progkams in the learning assistance centre.

1f In-service - in order to serengtkenethe planning of language arts
activities andooffer, ideas for &ntinious progress instruction,
the learning assistance teacher in consort with other skilled
staff members organizes workshops to meet the instructional .needs
.identified by*fellow teachers. these topics may include:

- using oral inventories*
- planning vocabulary enrichment
- giving effective phonic instruction

planning useful and meaningful seatwork for group rotation
- stimulating writing
- making language arts games
.- using legends for literature appreciation-
- determining and recognizing readiness
- discussing new methods In reeding instruction.

Fellow staff.members as well as the learnlng assistance teacher may
us0 the opportunity to Introduce new winformaen, .techniques or
methods to the staff.

The.responsibility for organizing effective in- service lies in the
teamwork between the staff and the learning assistance teacher, 'as
the purpose of any ikservice activity is to 'make more skillful
instruction available tp the children.

eo*
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12.0 PARENT SUPPORT SERVICES

12.1 Home, Care

.

At the southern end of Vancouver Island, five native Indian bands
(CowAchan, Malahat, Halalt, Kuper island and Chemainus Bay) combined to
sponsor a. ,trainind: course for native para-professionals called ,the
Native Family Sueport InfantoEdgcatran and Care Program. When the 8
month course finished, TB native workers were available to provide. a
home-based child care program for children from birth 6 age 4.

re*
This program Housed on healthy4vhild development with an emphasis .on
evention, and early intervention through Increased parent awareness.

In-home, support is provided through an activities approalh. There 131
also an effort to identify and 'assist children with developmental

'delays. In order to ensure that ,traditional child rearing practice's are
integrated into this approach, an elder2s group w?s formed to advise
students in the program. The eiders have produced a 68 page book,
explaining effective child reaapg practices of the past.

The instructor for the course was Ms. Gaxle Daiies, 6161 Genoa Bay,
Duncarit B.C. Inquiries can be directed to her or to Mi,s. Philomena
Alphonse, Cowichan Indian Band office, Duncan, B.C.

12.2 Toy: Libraries

.

In many urban areas, toy libraries are established in conjunction with
local libraries to promote child development through creative play. ,In
some 'areas parent resource centres are developed ,simultaneously to

provide information, support, and family education in a comfortable
adult setting. In British Columbia the Cariboo Skill Building Library
at Williams Lake provides an excellent resource to adults as well as
chiidren with special needs. This service offer's an excellent model of
toy c.ollection classification, and circulation. Inquiries can be

directed to the Management Committee of the Cariboo' Skill u:adrng
Library, Williams Lake, B.C. The Squamish Indian Band also has a

program involving home visits the Mission and Capilano Reserves..

Due to the small size of any native Indian communities, +oy libraries
and parent resource centres might profit from an associat on with the
community school and its library of kindergarten/nursery progr.im. These
programs can be cooperatively run -but do profit from th' expertise of a
trained native worker:

mo.IM.M4
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12.3 Hope-School Coordinattr )
)In most native Indian communities, .the home-school coordin4tor provides
la special caring connection between-the native children, their families,*
and the staff of the school. These native workers are selected by their
local band councils to provide a bridge of understanding between school
and community. As home-school coordinators they are particularly con-
cerned with prevent-ion and early intervention, so that children are not
forced into crisis situations before problems are identified and dealt
with. The more that school staffs'can develop a team approach with the
home-school coordinator to identify children with special needs and plan
for family support, the more effective these workers, can be.,

4

Another significant rdsponsibility of ,the hom,-school coordinator is
interpreting family and cultural viewpoints 'arid values to school staff.
Informatioh and. understanding provided by these helpers often estab-
lishes the communication base necessary in out-reach effor.ts of the
school.

ne home-school coordindtors Ire certainly
persons providing the vital communication
school.

4

,
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13.0 CONCLUSION

The ideas, strategies, and methods which are described in thi; Resource
Guide are selected because of their effectiveness in various school
settings throughout North America, when used with native students, and
their classmates.

As ,these technhgues are woven" into the fabric of planning, which is
integr4l to effective teachers, the successes of native students will
continue to expand. Paramount to successful teacher-studeq communica-

- tion is an attitude of high academic expectation combined with real
peisonal concern.

. . .

As these sttategies develop wider use, parents and teachers together
wip.be able to' confidently "Imagine Success".

I
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APPENDIX A

Health Concerns and the Native Indian student A

To ensure that academic achievement of native students is not hampered
by health problems, teachers must be conscious of the effett of student
health on daily classrolim performance.

Middle Ear Infection'

In schools serving native children, a special preventive emphasis must
besdirected toward the prevalence of'middle ear infection. Nearly all
learning activities in the elementary schoolrevolve around an adequate
use of the language of instructkpn (English) This competency is very
dependant on previous listening experience, and is totally dependant on
the child haying adequate hearing during -- instruction. It is also
dependant on adequate hearing fri,:birth to 3 years of age as this is
the time thechira!s language_foundation,is being established.

.

There is an increasing amount. of current research concerning the high
prevalence of chronic middle ear infection among 'native children. In

the October 1979 Journal of American Indian Education, estimates of the
incidence of "otitis media" range from 20 - 7.0% in native Indian
children against. a prevalence of 5% for children In. the general
populition. This rate of incidence is effective by the age of 5,years.

The .relationship between hearing loss and impaired development., of
language, serious- educational, difficulty; - learning disability, and

specific processing problems has been well documented. In Katz' study,
he4 concludes that: "the auditory deprivation resulting from the
earplug' effect of conductive hearing loss may cause continuing
abnormal audkory inction, even after the infection or fluid has
subsided." - °

.

It is extremely important for the leariling assistance teacher to deter-
mine the incidence of (1) hearing loss, (2) hearing problems, and (3)
chronic hearing problems, in order to plan effective remedlation for a
child. If hearing problems'occured between birth and age 3 then a full
compensatory program is necessary at home and school to provide the
language input that was never experienced. If the hearing loss occurred
chronically above age three, certain concepts may still be missing which
need to be experienced. (See.Boehm) L P the hearing loss is current, a
.precise medical diagnosis determining the exact nature of the hearing
'loss (i.e. frequency and. sound levels) is necessary to provide precise
remediation and /or possible mechanical amplification to assist the
learner.

_ Some'of the signs that classroom and learning asistance teachers should
be on the alert for are:

41'

, .discharge from the ear canal 4,

chronic respiratory infections

.

,..s
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chronic running nose
frequent head turning
short attention span in group situations, yet no less so in one
to one situations
diffiCulty following directions
uncooperative behaviour with peers or adults
high activity level
irritability

Once a child is suspected to haVe possible hearing loss, the teacher
shouid immediately request the public health nurse to 'conduct an

individual hearing screening. Due to the fluctuating occurrence of
hearing loss in native children, it may be necessary to monitor students
at all grade levels throughout the year. A request for checking to the
20 decibel level is very important since a 20 decibel loss is considered
educationally significant. Often hearing screening is only noted tq the
30 decibel level, as this is considered medically significant.
Impedanbe screening for middle ear damage should also be administered to
native children with suspected hearing roblems.

The purpose of identifying and screening the child with a hearing loss
ito provide more educational help to the child, parents and teacher.
If the child's hearing is questioned, as a result. of screenitg, further
diagnosis by a professional audiologist is necessary. It it. from the
audiologist report that precise remediation can be planned including the
Intervention of speech and language clinicians:

In themeanAme, children with suspected or known hearing loss require a
very particular' environment. 'Following is a quote from the article on
'"Middle Ear Disease, Hearing Loss, and,Educatio61 Problems of American
Indian'Children";

"The educational consequences of this type of

hearing problem can be reduced by providing a

special,hearing and language environment that will
minimize 'the auditory deprivation. Parents and
teachers can follow these procedures to create an 6

optimal language-listening environment:

1) Reduce the background noise level when speaking
to~ the child. At home, this-may mean tuirg off
the T.V. or stereo; at selol, cover large

surfaces with 'carpetand o ier sound-absorbent.
t 4

materials and providing sepal._ .44, 'quiet' areas for
intensive verbal interaction, or simply retreat from
a stressful sound environment.

2) When it is important for'the child to 'hear a
verbal message, '21-) be sure the child is 'attentive
before you begin speaking b)'stand as close to the
child as necessary (this may mean preferential

classroom seating or not calling to the child from

8
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another room); c) face the child i(ta increase non-
verbal information from lips, f4cial' expression,
gestures); and d), check to be' re the message has
been received" (repeat, rephrase; kordemonstrateif
necessary).

3) Provide periods of intense,one.A -one,language',
stimulation - reading alcival v bal play, or't
conversation - as a regular part o the.child's home
and school- education; within a optimal Aistening
environment', as described above

Aneaddltional technique related to (2
to the class before speaking to the
child with an attention device so i hat
clues include:

1

Al

above is to provide a visual clue
This provides the hearing limited
he can focus his hearing. ,Visual

Raising one hand unti /the entire class mimics and is silent. .

, Flicking the room 1 is and waiting for silence.
Giving a hand sig 1 to sit during activities (e.g. gym - play -
ground) with cla immediately sitting and becoming silent.

Visual Problems

Visual problems a toi.requiee careful identification and screening.
Although eakness ,in-vision-do-not intefere fundameotally with lan-
guage developmen . limit conceptupl development and interfere
with learning tb-read. Signs for teachers to watch for include:

red eyes and squinting
holding pictorlal and priqed materials ciose*to Cam
difficulty copying 6om board `

. .

Ch! ..ircn with suspected .visual.problems *W111 also need referral for
screening to t e public health(nurse. The major adjustments to class-

I'l

ioom routine t a visually limited" child include preferentiaA seating
and the opportunity to moye abqut when needed to get clear visual infor-
mation duri g classroom demonstr'atlons and activities.

...r. ,

For the child who-finds the screening test difficult, furthee medical-
diagnosis by an opthafmologist is required to determine if corrective
glasses are necessary. At the Bella Bella Community School, a preventa-
tive binocular vision program; including screening, teacher training and
group tutoring in visual exercises is currently in operation. The
future educational results of this program bear_waqhing as they may be
useful to other schools considering preventive programs. .

1
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APPEN1IX B

,

a.

Locally Developed CUiriculum Related to Native Life and Culture, K-7

. N
(for annotateebibliodnaphy of all Indian eaucation.peograms in B.C:...

*see "Indfan Education Pilojects in B.C. Schools", Dr. A. More, University
of British Columbia, 1981.)

' e

VANCOUltR ISLAND

ALERT BAY (Kwakwala)

1 - Learning Kwakwala. y 6. u .

Series - a series of 12 graded workbooks-andbeacheres Manual.
----.

--:-...

2 - Kwakwala -'native'dancing.
.

J

39- Kwakwala \7 native songs and
1

games.
.

4 - Mintbooks'.of legends with illustrations.

\

y
CAMPBELL RIVER ( Kwakwala) , ...

.
1

1 - Ethno-botany, slide information package

2 - Smokag-Dog S lmon - Henderson family slide ;how Kwkwala and
English descrip ion,

.

3 - Kwakwala culiturelessons - housing, transpottatIon potlatches -
includes Kwakwal Vocabulary.

4 - (February 1980).r. Kit - Social Sttidies - Environment
The IndlaoFishery; A comparison.of.Kwaguil.and Shuswap Techno-'
logie.
Kwakwala] English Dictionary.

.

5 - Language Program. LanguageLessons - 10)
..-Coubting Book ; /

Alphabet
Picture Dictionary.
Language Lessond (1 - 10) Audio Tapes.

COWICHAN DUNCO:N (Hultqumi'hum)

'1 - Huliqumilhum.lanuage program
. 2 - Illustrated legends

3 - Puppets.

e
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YUQUOT - Village By the Sea'- 1976 (Nootka) -

Filmstrip and spript, - Map
How tl Play La Hal.

- The r.vve .

- The School
- Boats
- Tuut-suup (sea urchin)
- Trollingjpr Salmon
- The-Womd54ebt Up-Salmon to Dry
-'Eating-Ciam Chowder
- Having Fun
Beach Combing

- Things We Make
- A Final_ook at Kyuquot

NANAIMO (Cowichan)

- Native Language Program
.

2 - Nitive Studies Program (See ndary)

.SAANICH - (SEN'COFEN)

SEM'COFEN Language Prolam .

Saanich Native Studies.Program, Grades 8- 10

/
SOOKE (Nitinak)

4

. .Indian 114s arild.Craft4

Native, Indian Studies Program

Sooke Legends - T'Sooke and WestCoast.8ands

PORTALBERNI.

Nuu-Chah-NmIth Culture Program

-i

- MAINLAND COAST/QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS'

.BELLA'BELLA (HEILTSUK)

1 - Language piogram
2 - Legends, illustrated
3 - Preprimers

r.
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BELLA COOLA (Bella Coola)

1 -1.anguage Program'
2 - Mini books of legends
3 - History and culture of Bella Coola Native People (K-4)

I .1

HARTLETBAir - (Smalgyaxl
.

-.'
.

. .

.1 - Native Language program balks - alphabet cards - workbooks . ....

*

KINGCOME INLET (KwakWala)

1-- Student 600ks and materials

.1*

KITIMAT (Wakeshan) , '
.

.

4 . .
- .----

. . .

1 - The Small Fish (social studies, unit for Grade 4) .slides,
student text, and video tape of Nass-River eulachon fishing

1.- Native Art and Design Program (Secondary)`% -,

.
I2.

PORT SIMPSON

1-- Language program (Smalgyax)

a -

PRINCE RUPERT

1 - Museum and school board developed native culture 'curriculum
Grade 4 unit materials 'and artifacts.

2 - Smalgyax Language Program

3 r Tsimshian Natibe Studies Program

QUEEN CHARLOTTES (HaicIa)

1,1 "An Introduction to the Haida People" (186 pages) by Kathy
Bedard and Cliff Armstrong.- A resource book for teachers.

2 :Haida Studies- (K 11).

SECHELT (Coast Salish)

.

1 - The Sea: An Approach to North West Coast:Native Understanding
\

, (A- resource unit for upper intermediate) i

2 -Native Environmental Studies Program S.D. 46'(Sechelt)
3 -14orthwest Coast ,Kit- .

.i



YELLOWHEAD - NORTH '

- -
_ -

31

//
1 KISPIOX (Glitxsanimx) Gitxsartimx for Kids ..- -Books 1 ,

;2 7 kITWANGA KITWANCO8L (Gitksan) .

1 = Language Program
t - Art Program

, 3- Integrates curriculum' using elders

3 - NASS RIVER (Nisgha)

Bert McKay,School District No. 92 (Nlsgha), New Aiyansht
Nisgha Bilingual/Bicultural CurriCulum.

4 - TERRACE - HAZELTON (Tsimshian Gitksan)
Birds of the Ksan and Harvesting the Ksan Kits

Tapes, drawings, legends, slides
Gitksan language program

5 VANDERHOOF (CARRIER),
A

Carrier Readers, Lesson Plans; Workbooks, Teacher Manual

.. Carrier Culture 806k
Central.CArrier Bilingual Dictionary, Plant Book
Carrier Country Map Book,

-

Central Carrier Grammar-Sketch,Illustrated Alphabet.

DAWSON CREEK (Cree)
t . % I
1 (.

.

Native Skills Program - Kellyake
1 Wilderness-Survival (1979)-

'..2.- Moosehide Tannlng,(Alteir!atecducation)
Guidebook, Album, photos, sliaes and synchronized tape .,

. .

4

FORT NELSON - STIKINE (Tahltan)

1 7 Sung, Moon and Owl Readers - available through B.C.T.F. lesson
. aides ./

' 2 - Tahltan Native Studies Kit - Grades 1-5 /
Course Outline 4

Teachers Handbook
Study Bock and Legends; 30 lob cards
Photobraphs - ' , ,

4.

O 3 - A Northern and Native Studies Program (1 80-81)
Mr.- Malcolm McMurray - Director _

Foot Nelson, 8,C. ,

School Districts. 81 and No..87
..

4 - The Way We Are - filmstrip of tape of Lower Post
5 - Slavey Language and Cultural Demonstration Program, School

District Np. 81 (Fort Nelson) .4,
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3 LIlwat for. Children:
program outline, word
that can,be xeroxed.

al

Intermediate - Curriculum philosophy,
listpand activities. Also materials.

4 - Unwalmicwts Workbook - by. Lorna Williams

_5 - Booklets forlhematic Topics
a) Lilwat RAaders,Books 1 and 2
b) Number Book-i
c) Number Books (with handS)
d) Coloisr Me pidian
e) Stam-iza?(
f)-StaWti7s
g) 0amcien
h) Ocwalmiewts Phonics Books, Book 1, 2 and
il The Becky Book - numbers and hands

6 Booklets on Legends. and Centemporary3tories
a) Rosie and MA' (cassette available) (book only (with

cassette) .-

b) Weqw ti nkyapa Coyote Who Drowns).
(cassette.amailable)

c) The Swimmer (cassette available)

7 Songs in BoOklet,
a) Sulyalesta(on Lilwat Dance Songs Cassette)

With cassette)
Lilwat Dance Songs (in preparation)-

:Materials8 - TapedM on Cassette.
a) Lilwat Dance ISorigs-(by-.Rosie Joseph)

b),Personal.andl-egendary,Stories by Rosie
. Qld Grandmother Babysittin4 "

l
osie Selling Basket Materials

cousin Tom and Rosie Eating ,

. Coyote-Who Drowns
-; Cpyote andpwl.
. The -Two Coyotes
. Young' Man'sjraining (Isadore)

Camping-41th Grddma (Agnes Pierre)
. Tea at Camp
. Making YeaStbreadeat Camp
. Drying Huckleb#iries

.1

9 - TA'zil Book of-Puzzl s (1st Edition)
Ts'zikBook ef,Puzzles (revised editir)

10 - The Fish.Line Magazines (twice a year)

11 - Mahyegs: three stories

95 6
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6- FORT ST. JOHN-AND ROSE PRAIRIE (Beaver)

1 - Shuswap'language Program

INTERIOR

, CACHE .CREEK (Shuswap)

1 - ShusWap language program

0

KAMLOOPS (Shuswap

, ..

1 - Primary Kit - 1 (SO-KL-1A-9A) -
.

Wigwhre Talesby.3erinifer Dick - 1973 illustrated by Janice
Dick, Rhoda Little . .- .

2 - StOries About the Showai Indians -, B.C.T.F. - lesson aides -
1975 same_aqthors. . ' /

-- -Intermediate Kit - 11 (SO-KL-10AAOW
Wigwamjales .1;(above)-197.3 \,, -

Indian Foods -.Tim Michel - 1973 (also available B.C.T.F. .

lesson aides)
. .. 4 1: .

Coyote Tales , _ '2.
.

.

Shuswap Myths (also available B.t.T.F. lesson aides (condensed '
N

from'other source) ... _ 'Some,photographs of SEBC
. .... .-.

Land of: the gekuli:' .,

,Frontier Living (McQueen Lake Env. Study Centre)
Life Styles of Indians Early Settlers and People Today (McQueen
Lake-ESC) .. ''

.

A=.
The Chase Burial Site (10A only_)
Thunderbird Park: . (10A only)-- -

4 - Shuswap' Indian Structures (filmakip)
_,

(Shuswap Indian Artifacts (slide set- of .photographs -of artifacts,
in Kamloops museum) .

Shuswap Legends (2 tales on cassettes by Mary.Thoglas)
ShuiwapIndians(Folio ofduplicating masters)

, .

A

.1.

MT.
.

CURRIE-i(Lilwat)
,

BOard'of Educatitm, P.O. Box 174, Mount Currie,. B.C. VON 2K0
. I.

.

-i
1 - Unwalmicwis by San van -Eijk

2 - Lilwat.for Children: Primary -,CUrriculum philtisophy, word

lits,-1 and activities. Also materials that can be xeroxedA

i.

102
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N

4 .

4

KOOTENAY -
.
Cuiture.Kit (Giade 4)

.
...

. -,
. to .. . .

,
, ... . .

-

. 4 .

OSOYOOS
4

- Fle-14 Educatidn, Osoyoos Indian Band, P.O. Box 340," Oliver,---7--
B.C. VOH 1TO %.

44 ,

1-- idlin-Studles-cGrade 4.unit,- Social Studies)
2 Curriculum Pr6grams.4. 1 in process 1980/81'

2.- Slide/tape Orreseitat4on On the Inkameep
, .

.

.

3 "The Great Grape Gamble" - 1/2" video cassette,- 30 minutes
. -

..

110

4 - Audio

S.- Photo

OKANAGAN VALLEY - Okanagn Indian Curriculum Project (K-11)
.Ieff Smith, Director, Okanagan Indian Curriculum ProJedt,
Penticton, .B.0 V2A°51(4.

tape ilterviewwith elders on
4

eisays'on.traditional foods,:

s

early histoty of band

With_expidnations on usage

. .e

WILLIAMS LAKE"- (Carrier-Chilcotin-Shuswspl,

1 - CarrietLanguage-ProOram

2 - ChilcdtiWLanguage Program-

3" Shuswap Langilage program:, books and workbooks)
,

4 - Chilcotin Artifact Kit-

.

.v

.LOWER MAINLAND-FRASER VALLEY

. .

CHILLIWACK'- SARDIS (Halceemeulem)

Cogualeetza EduCatIon'Trafhing-Centre; j3voc 370, Sardis,
\,. ,W.C; ,V0X-1Y0' . ,

1 7t4 .Haltegmey16m_Language,Program (Grades 9 -7)6.

language .:_Dictionary foelanguage master

2. - Sto:Lo Sitel'Curilculum
/

Study Units : - :included tens; picTaregv slides, leg
. Grade l'-jUpper.SSo:Lo_Fakilee.

Grade 2,-Apper.St 4uo:Ld Comhities
Grade S- Upper,Sto:Lo interaction

Part I witkCommunifies-
Part II withliature .

.

-
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.0

Grade 4 -- Upper -Sto:Lo Food ' .'.

,Part I - Fishing' ....
.

'Part II - Plant 'Gathering .

. Part III - Hunting , .' .

Grade 5 - Rebirth of the Upper Sto:Lo Nation
Pert - Land
Part II - TranspOrtation

Grade 6 - Upper Sto:Lo Art, 'Music, Games
rG.rade 7 - Upper Sto:Lo Cultural Stages 4
1 ' Part I - Contemporary People

Part II, - Shelter.
Secondary programltin progress. 4

. - -
1

.NORTH VANCOUVER (Squarwi sh)-- IP Education Coordinator, Squamish Band Offic6
.

4 i
"I - Language prinram -

.

2 - Squamish Kit - social studiesunit - grade 4
Pictures,. slides, bookletst bp'olcs, legends, artifacts

3 :Stories and Articles Abliit Us - Anne Sine6 - Margate SchboL

4 - S7ulh - More Stories and Article& about Us - Anne Simeon -
Northgate SlOol

5 - Squamish Curriculum Project, K-11. .1

4

VANCOUVER

1 - The Indi.in Resource Kit -'970.4 YOU
(Grade 4) Vancouver -School- District #39

Texts '- pictures.- _ _

Slides - Cassette Tapes of Indian Legends
Cedar Use - objects
Model Longheuse - available through,BrIttania Community Cefltre

_ihi'ary, 1001 Cotton, Vancouipri B.C.

Jr-

2 Musqueam I &_II _ . . .

6* Books 1 and 2 - "Hungum? i? num? for kids, copyrighted by

.
t Musqueam Band, c/o_ Arnold' Guerin for use-An-Southland-

School 1
.. `

SURREY

.

.1 - Weavers of the West - Kit. Social Studies unit '4. grade 4.

Comparescoast vs. interior sallsh culture (develtped 1:0;
Surrey, .both available from B.C.I.F. ,lesson' aids)

/ .

I;
VICTORIA / s, ..,

.. %
s, Native Studies Program, S.O. Wilirs 3unio Secondary School.

.Language, Art, Cultural History.
,

98-
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-APPENDI)( C ,
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V. 0

6

/
% . \ 0 .

Publ I hed Bookss, and Ilatekals 'Related to 'British Columbia
44

1
' Native Life and Culture

19
st

.
' BQOP f`\ .

. .
Ackerman, Marla: 'Tlingit Stories, Amu Press, 197k.

. t
11%

rt.

Bl'ades, 'Anne: A Boy of Tache, iundra-Books1 Montrealt; 7973

%

d

-u
.,

Bouchard, Randy and, Kennedy, Doiotht:' "L I i I ooett gtorIes,!, *Sound
Herctage, Vol. VI - No.1, Aural History, Proyinciol. Archives, ,

s'-, .
Victoria; B.C. 1977 , '.x...-A

1I
B.C. krts Society and Indian' Children O. B.C.: -Tales 'm -the

Longhouse, Gray's Publishing Ltd., Sid ay, B.C.- 1973.

Clark; Karen: Suh, Nio n and Owl's-Read rs Books
Clarke, B.C.T.F. Lesson Aids, 1974; (Tahlta

"-

Cleaver, Elizabeth and Toye, William: e Mountain
"0_ Oxford University Press, ,(Tslms an) 4

-A
,

Goats

and 3, ,Koren

. . -

Of TeMlahirt, -`
r

Clubok, Shirley: The Art-tf the Nortilest :Coast° Indians, Macmillan
Publishing Company 4fc., New Vetk, 1976# "

I.

Clutesf; George:- Potlatch, Gi.ay's B.C: 1969
'

_ cti
CI,uteAl-, Georgek Son of. Raven, (:,n Of Deer, Cc* s Sidney,

19d7.
. ,

or e. - '...-
.

, deorge, Chief Dan: My' Heart Soar's; Hancock' House, Pu)lisJers Ltd.,,.
It . . .

Saanichton, 197.7. -- #.
''.::,..,- 1.
sk '. ,

.

Haig -Brown., Rbderick: The Whale People, Wm. Morrow & C., New York,
1946.

ift
Houston, James:- Eagle Mask - A West Coast Tale, Longman Canada Lid. ' .-

1966. -.

,

a
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; ,

O

ames: Ghost Paddle - A Northwest Coast Indian ,Tale, Longman
ada Ltd.; 1966.

ennedy, Paul E. The .North eriCan Indian Design Coloring'orin Book, 'liver
Publishers Inc., Ne York. (Includes Haida, Kwakiutl and

Tsimshian) .

. ,

irk, Ruthi David, Young Chief of the Quileutes, Harcourt, Brice and
World, Inc., New York, .1967. "(Olympic Peninsula)

r

.

..

Kitanmax School of NorthwestCoast Irldian Art: We-GyA -Wanders On
(Legends of the Northwest), Hancock mouse Publishers, Saanichton,

. British Columbia, 1957.

Mason; !4atricia & 'Ellis, Patricia: Indian Tales of the Northwest,
Coni9Ce t Publishing Ltd:, Vancouver, 1976$

1.7
,

\
-

McConkey, L Sea and Cedar, 3.3._Douglas Limited, Vancouver, B.C.,
)1$73. Illustrated by Douglas Tait.

;.

.' :. 7. : \, -- -

,I. . -.. ,_
. .

Melancor4 Claude:; Indian Legends Of Canada*, 'Gage PUblishing, Toronto,
.... 107,4. (Thompson, Tsimshiark-Tlingitr -.

, .

.
,.-

.

.

.
... ,

r ./- .... 0

RidifIgton,,,Robih and .milli,'; ,.People of the Trail, Doulas and

,

HtIntyro-; North VancouvIrolB.C.. ,Illustrated by Ian ,Bateson.

(Northein-Woods,):
f .0

44.

. ... , . .

Scott, Rosglie; From First 'Moon to End of Year, .Guinness Publishing

... Cot, 'Vancouver, 1977; (Lillooet) . °
.

, Shahnon, Tdrry: -'- Tyee's% Totem Rife, Atdrge, Ft McLeod Ltd., TorOnto,'
.v . .

1970. (Haida) . , 4 , 'fk

t . A
,

.6

._ . i.1 , - .,, t.

Sha'ret Edith-Lambert, N'Kwala, Little_BPOWR and Company, Tprontot.,195)31.

--:---f--(Salfsh-Okahaganif77 . 6..14. ., 1
-

. k r

11

.
84 .

e
,. , - .1 I.*

Shorey Publications:' Dictionary of-the Chao* 3argoh -.9th,Edition (or
' ' Indian Trade Langua4cOf the North Pacif101jhe Shorey Book Store.,

4*, A Seattle; Washington,'19. .'
i

, -' .:1

I& 1. ..

.

,

tit ''

,

Simedn, Ann: he She Wolf o Tsta-a Wat, Douglas & McIntyre, Vancpu46,
. e--,

1977...
.

-... . . : -._
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...
,:.t - a' t '..Sleator, Williatni The Angry iloon, Little, Brown and ;Company; Boston,.

' 1970. 1114trated by Blatflent. (Tlingit ..l .. -, - .

...
- -,

,
.

ITora: Heide Legends. - Sacred One Both -Still and Moving - Stone Ribs,
Intermedi a Press, Vancouver,' 1976.

Waterton, Betty: A -Salmon for Simon, Douglais & McIntyre, Vancouver,
4,1979. . \

A , >

I
, Weatherby, Hugh: Tales the' Totems Tell, MacMillan Company of 1Canada

- Limited, Toronto, 1944-..(1.1:11/. Coast) _ ems-
-

FILMSTRIPS °.
o . ft.

'74,_ . . _

The Boy Who WaS Deterted, Barep, Karl and Marta, Golden Leaf .Produn-
.- tions; VanciuVer, 1980, -. .

(1 of set of 4 - West' Coast Indian Legends Tape -'arid ,-Teachers'
Guide-)

--1._ --
1

-:' . \''s . .

51.ifing for: Fish, Baresh, Karl and .11arta; Golden Leaf prodtict!ons,
...Vancouver, 1960.. : I

. ,,

it or set of 4 - West Coast Indian Legends Tape and Teachers''
.. , Guide) . / . -.-

. __ _ .

I ,

,.
.. /

-, K'San. (tape and -script) by Gordpn Reid., (out of publicatirl B.C.
i*-- Natty e Teachers' Associatill. but 'available in many libraries and

' . resource centres in British ., a /.untie.) - ...,.. .
4...' v.

I w .
1

4 ..

i

' K u iyAg/t_a e Al The Sea, VeSt.'.Coast Vancouver Island, Frances Iii.
S.tockst- Bbx. 2:12, Peachlandi, O.C.. VO4 1X0. _.' , ' '
(Out of "pbklicatidn a-- but 'Afailable in many school libraries and ...:-.

Cresource centres in -British -Columbia. ) , - .
4 4.T 7. - ..

4- W

i . .:( r "..."

.

elThe Loons Necklace, by cleaver; E,Itzabeth Teye, and Wipiam; Weston .

'',. Woods, Weston) 'Ontarto, M9N *9Z9 - (Taper.) ..,

/ .
I, . ,,, . , " /

.
.

Theflowneain Goats of Temlahan, by., Cleaver, Elizabeth & Toyea William,
.Weston.Woods, Weston, Ontario, M9N V.Z9 -. (Taped.)., .....,

i - w - ,,,



,%-- -ow

TheILig aotkanyligkt, Baresh; Karl and -Maria, GoldenLeaf .Productiort",.
Vancouver,41900. (4 of set of 4 - West Coast, Indian Legends, Tape

-and -Teaehers' Guide.):
\

The Way We Are, Lower Post?. B.C., developed, taped And perforded by
students.' (Out of pOlicattori.through*,B.S.I.F. lesson .ards,- but
available ,in many Ickollibrariq.52.andresotireeertires in British
Columbia.) ;

. . , .

Winter- Hunters and' Mosquito. People,
Productlos, Vancouver, 1980.
(-1 of, set'of 4 - West Coast
Guide.)

".` -
BareSii, Karl ankl Marta, Golden Leaf

.

Indian.Leqesid5; Tape and teachers'

- (

\CAME S

ing\the. Glme Game - (a Hunt Strategy
: Training Centre, StoorSitel Currieuir; Sardis; B itish Columbia.

C:r
t \

P :
P '
1

r --"I-

) 1 Cocida Vetka Education, .
;. .

_Sockeye' - (life cyc of the Sockeye Salmonl, Coquaieetz_4. Education
y ° Training Cesttre,,,Stolo:Sitel Curriculum,

, .

w--w°

slideslisgames, 'replicas,. pictures,' `,

RITS j,/

L'ii'wat Kit - fimkstripss tapes,
National,Film Buard, 1975.

MAGAZINES-
. . .

D
ItCr

aybreak rStar - 4 "The herb underStanding"). United Indians
of All Tribes ound tion, The Daybreak. Star CititileaLrEducaticie
Center:, Diseovery Park P.O. Bok 99253`,SeAtie, Washington, 98119/.
U.S.A. (Teachers', gul e to monthlyi,magazirtel ) .

A

t'A

SLIDES AND TAPES'! .
Voices From the Cradle Bqard L (Mite& Indians of All Tribes

I QThe Daybreak Star Cultural - Education Centerl,Discovery
I* )3'ox ,99253, .Seattle, Washington, 98119, ,U.S.A. (Upper

:ate). , -
.

%. . II

.

Fotigdatioq)6 -

Park, P.O.,
iqtermedi-

.*

--;



APPENDIX D *
' I

I

e f

I ,

!Some Suggestions For Osinoviless PictureBooks

Courtesy of e, Marian Gibbons, Librarian, Maplewood Community School,

//
North Vancouver, B.C.

4

1. In Kindergarten,- to give a "sense of reading" left to right,
handily books, independence.

2. To stimulate oral and written expression:
- primary children tell-story to older children who
writeit down for them '.

ri- children tell: story on tape.

Provide a plot, line for creative writing and oral
older `grades.

4. As a plot line'for creative drama.

5. When teaching

.6. For naming

For comparisons,

story telling :11:

punctuatiqn 'of dialogue - Children write and

punctuate dialogue for a given number.of pages.

of character, paces and Ljects.

0

oral and' ritten, of the SAME PLOT - different
children name, describe and -interpret the same
story in diferent ways.

8: For writing descriptive and e$ository paragraphs.
\ .

9. \for studying and comparing art styles and methods - how a picture
"talks", noting, of detail, how face aAd'gesture
create meaning, (body language).

10. As an ince tclve for creating ehiLdren's own books.

11. Children. illustrate a-4:0118r story - make a wordless picture' book..
from a-know story.

4
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z
USING WORDLESS BOOKS TO EXTEND. ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE

. !

Courtesy of: Dr. Wendy K. Sutt6n, Faculty of Education, ,;University of
British Columbia./

OP

1. BOOKS TO HELP DEVELOP ATTENTION TO bETAIL/PERCEPTIDN'

Anno/Mritsumasa: Annois Alphabet, Rodley he9d, 1974.

/ . Anno's Counting Book, Crowell, 1977.
Topsy-jurvies; Weatherhlll, 1970. ,

. /. .

A Adamson, George: A Finding Alphabet, Faber0Fabdr, 1968.
Finding 1 to 10, Faber & Foper, 1968'.

1 ".

,Feelings, Nuclei $

and Tom: Moja Means One: Swahili Counting Book, Dial
Press, 1971.

Hoban, Tana: Count and See, 'Macmillan, .197L

Look Again!, Macmillan,-1971:
Shapes and Things, Macmillan, 1970.

Lewis, Stephen: Zoo City, Greenwlllow, 1976.

Sugita, Yutaka: One to Eleven, Evans Brothers, 1971.

Ungerer, Tomi: Snail, Where Are You? Harper and Row, 1962.

2. BOOKS TO HELP CHILDREN USE DETAIL TO ANTICIPATE/PREDICT/IMA5NE*

Carl, Eric:

IUeno, Nori c:

Ringi, ell:

Do You"Want Tb Be

Elephant Buttons,

The Magic Stick,'

*Listed in-order of complexity.

My Friend ?' Crowell, 1971.

Harper and Row, 1973.

Harper and Row, 1968.

1D4 110
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4.

Hutchins, Pat:-

Hogroglan, Nonny:

Mayer, Mercer:

re

1 I

Changes, Changes, -Macmillan,0971.

1!

Apples, Macmillan, 1972.

Bubble] Bubble, Parents' Magazine Press, 1973.

1
Krahn, Fernando: Journeys of Sebastian, Delacorte, 1968.

DePaola, Tomie:

Hoy Santa Claus Had'a Long andiDifficult Journey
Delivering His Presents, Delacorte, 1970.

Paricakefor Breakfa t, Harcburt 'Brace, 1970.

1

t

3. BOOKS TO,HELP DEVELOP"A "SENSE OF STORY "*

Alexander, Martha: Bab o'iDiiiM, Dial Press; 1970.

O

Goodall, John S:: The Adventures of Paddy Pork, Harcourt, Brabe

Mayer, Mercer:

Ward, Lynd:

and-World, 1968 - many others.

A Boy, A Dog and 'A Frog, ss
3
0967

. 4
- many se uels:74-OnOne-Pr Too Manx

7. Fro6-Goes to. Dinner, etc.

(visually more sophisticated) Ah-Chob;
Xc-cuprTwoMoral Tales; Two More Moral Tales.

The Silver Pony, Houghton Mifflin, ,- 1973.

Krahn, Fernando: The Self -Made. Snowman, Lippincott, 1974.

Spier, Peter.;

April Fools" The Mystery of_ the - Giant

Footprints; Flying Scissors;- A Funny Friend from.
Heaven

Noah's Ark, Doubleday, 1977.

4. BOOKS INTRODUCING A "SECOND LEVEL" OF MEANING*\

Wezel, Peter: The Good Bird, Harper and Row, 1964.

Baum, Willi: Birds of a Feather, Addison-Wesley, 1969.

A Aruego, Jose: Look WhatA Can Do, Scribner, 1971.

Krahn, Fernanda: A Flying Full of Spaihettil'Outton, 1970.
1.

*Listed in order of complexity.
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i.

' k
''.....

Ringi, KJeil: The Winner`,\ Harper and Row, 1%9.
- .. i. . /

Meyer, Renate: mud. AtherteUm; 1%9.

Mendoza, .George: The Inspecier ," Doubleday, 1970.
a i, ..

-Anderscin. Laurie: The Package, Bobks- Merrili, 1971.

gab

S

.

ft

i

*

,

I.

S
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4

LIST Of WORDLESS PICTURE BOOKS

AUTHOR

Adamson, t.

Adamson, G.

Alexander, M.

Alexander, M.

Anderson, L. The Package; A Mystery

Anno, M. Anno's Journey

Anno, M.
.

Dr. Anno4s Magical Midnight

Circus'

Aruego, Jose Look What I Can Do

darton, B. Elephant:

Baum, W. Birds of a Feather.

Carl, E. Do You Want-To Be My,Friend?

TITLE

A finding Alphabet'

.Findin4 1 to 10

Bobo.'s Dream

Out Out! Out!

Carroll, R.

Carroll, R.

DePaolo, 1.

Feelings, M.T.,

' I See a'Song.

The -Christmas Kitten.

What Whiskers Did

Pancakes for Breakfast

Moja Means C.e: Swahili
CoUnting Book

Goodall, J. The Adventures of-Paddy Pork. 4i

* Goodall, JIS. The Ballooning Adventures
of Paddy Pork

Goodall, J. .Paddy Pork's Holiday

Goodall, J.S. rewbettines Birthday

, .

Sleepless
_ --

Hamberger, J. 'A Day

toban, T. Count and See

107



AUTHOR TITLE

Hoban, T. Look Again!

Hoban, T. Shapes & Things

Hogragian, N. Apples

Hutchins, P. Changes, Changes'

Keats,' E. 3.
.
Psstl Doggie -

Keats, E1,3. Skates!

Kent, 32 ,,,The Egg Book
I ,

.

Keahn, F. April Fools

Krahn, F.'

Krahn, F.

Is.`

- _ e

Krahn, F.

Krahn, F.

Krahn, F.

Krahn, F.

Lewis, S.

Mari; I.

Mari, I.

Mayer, B.

Mayer, M.

MayeWM.

Wayer, M.

Mayer, Mt

Mayerr,
I

.,V,Flying*Saucer Full of Spaghetti

Flying_ Scissors ,, -

. -.,

A;

.
.

How Santa Clausliad l.ong and

Difficult,3oarney-Delivering:His
Presents ,-

Tourneys of Sebastian-

IThelyltsy of the Giant Footprint&

The Self-Made Snowman

A Funny Friend from Heaven

Zoo City

The Appleand'theMoth.

The Chicken and the Egg
.; .

Bubble,-Bubblo;and-Vicki

AiOy;=A-Dog and Afros.

Ah Choi)!

Frog Goes to Dinner

Frog on His Own

Frog, Where Are You?,

108.
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AUTHOR

Mayei, M.

'Mayer, M:

Mayer, M.

endoza, G.

R ng, Kjell

.R ng, K.

Schick,/ E:

Spler,;11.

Sugita, Y.

SugiVa, Y.

.1

Uenb, N.

Un ererp T.

'W rd,

atson, A.

/Wezel, P.

Winter, P.

fa'

.

TITLE

The Great Cat Chase'
,

Hiccup '

Two Mbral Tales,

The Inspecto r..

The Magic Stick

The Winner \

Making Friends

Noah's Ark .

My Friend' Little 3

One to Eleven

Deep in the Forest

asphant -Buttons

I

Snail, Where Are You?

The Silver Pony

The River '

!The Good Bird

The :Bear" and the Fly

it Me

109 115
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APPENDIX_ E

List Of Suggested Materials And Programs

;.,
t it

S.

C.

About Indians, A Listing of Books,'4th Edition, Sha9non, Maria and
Erns, Eleanor, Cdordinators; Department 'of Indian 'and Nathern
Affairs, GoVernmenb of Canada, 1977. ti

%

. Active Learning by Bryant ,CratXy, Prentice # Nail,. Inc., .Nyach, N.Y.

16794.

American Heritage List of Word Fre ency, 1971,,,avallable frothe Lower
Mainland _Council of We Intern tional Reading Association, 3216 W.
2nd Avenue, Vancouvir, British lumbia V6K 1K8.

Basic Orai English Course, The, "iv Coillou,-,Rose, Illustrations by',

Singieterry, Cconie, School Publications Specialties Ltd., p.0:13ox,
1466, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7K.3L7,.

Boehm Resource Guide And Kit for Basic Concept Tqaching,'The. Ann E.

Boehm, The Psychologital -Corporation, Harcourt Brace, 3ovanovich
Inc:, San Francisco; 1976.

A
Developing Pre-Reading Skills by Brake, Rachel. 'Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, Toronto, 1972. -

Developing Activities The, Screening Inventory by Dubose; Rebecca. and
.Langley, Mary, Beth. Ginn & Company, Scarborough, Ontario.

Dictionary of Idioms for the Deaf,. A. by Maxine .1w Boatner and John C.

Gates, revised and edited by Addam Makkai, National Association for
the Deaf, 814 Thayer Avenue, Siiversprings, Maryland, U.S.A. /

-

Elementary Language Arts Currioulu G uide, Ministry of Education,
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